
 

 

Carl A. Gebo            GEBO LAW LLC 

carl.gebo@gebolawgroup.com           The Johnson & Johnson Building 

           200 Walker Street, SW, Suite 5 

Atlanta, GA 30313-1200 
 
 
 

August 3, 2021 
 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 
(protest@gmcc.ga.gov)  
 
Mr. Andrew L. Turnage, Executive Director 
Georgia Access to Medical Cannabis Commission 
7 Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive, SW, Suite 139 
Atlanta, Georgia 30334 
 
RE: Protest of Notice of Intent to Award 

State Entity: Georgia Access to Medical Cannabis Commission 
Issuing Officer: Andrew L. Turnage, Executive Director, GMCC 
Solicitation Title/Event Name: Competitive Application Request for Proposals for Class 

1 and Class 2 Production Licenses 
Solicitation No./Event ID: Event ID # 11232020 
Apparent Successful Offerors:  

Class 1 Licenses –  
Botanical Sciences LLC 
Trulieve GA Inc. 

  Class 2 Licenses – 
   FFD GA Holdings LLC 
   Therature Georgia LLC 
   NATURES GA LLC 
   Treevana Remedy Inc. 

Award Category: Class 1 and Class 2 Production Licenses 
 

Dear Executive Director Turnage or GMCC Designee: 

 

Aspire Medical Partners, LLC (“Aspire'') protests the Notice of Intent to Award Class 1 and 

Class 2 Production Licenses (the “NOIA”) that the Georgia Access to Medical Cannabis 

Commission (“GMCC”) issued on Saturday, July 24, 2021. Aspire submits its protest in 

accordance with the Cannabis Commission Post-Award Protest Procedure (“Post-Award Protest 

Procedure”) provided in Attachment D to the GMCC's Competitive Application Request for 

Proposals for Class 1 and Class 2 Low-THC Oil Production Licenses.  

 

Introduction 

 

Aspire understands the critical need for the award of the Class 1 and Class 2 Production 

Licenses. Many Georgia citizens are and have been waiting for legal access to medical grade 

mailto:carl.gebo@gebolawgroup.com
mailto:protest@gmcc.ga.gov
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low-THC oil to alleviate chronic conditions and devastating pain. Aspire also sympathizes with 

GMCC's monumental task, to conduct a first-of-its-kind procurement in the face of 

unprecedented challenges: a global pandemic, an aggressive timetable and extremely limited 

financial resources and staffing. It is a matter of public record that in the past two years GMCC 

did not receive sufficient funds to cover its own operating expenses. For these reasons, Aspire 

considered very carefully its decision to protest because it does not want to further delay this 

important procurement. But Aspire ultimately concluded that it had to protest the NOIA. Its 

review of the small amount of unredacted information revealed that Class 1 and Class 2 apparent 

Licensees were non-responsive to the RFP's mandatory requirements and that a variety of errors 

in the evaluation process removed Aspire, a national leader in medical cannabis oil production 

and distribution, from consideration in favor of companies new to the industry whose 

submissions highlight their lack of knowledge and experience. Aspire protests now so GMCC 

can correct these procurement irregularities and prevent the downstream ill-effects of 

inexperienced producers jeopardizing the health and well-being of Georgia's citizens. Aspire is 

confident that upon further diligence, discussions, and negotiations, the GMCC will rescind the 

NOIA, correct the evaluation errors, and award Aspire a Class 1 or Class 2 Production License.  

 

 

Aspire’s protest is based on:  GMCC's improper scoring of Aspire’s application and the 

applications of certain Class 1 and Class 2 Apparent Successful Applicants, which resulted in 

material prejudice against Aspire and prevented it from receiving award of either license class.  

 

If this protest is sustained, then Aspire will be positioned to receive an award.  

To facilitate consideration of this protest we provide the following information as required by 

GMCC’s Post-Award Protest Procedure:  

 

Aspire Is an Interested Applicant: 

 

The Post-Award Protest Procedure is only available to an “Interested Applicant”. An Interested 

Applicant means, “an actual or prospective applicant with a direct economic interest in the 

procurement of a Class 1 or Class 2 production license.” To establish the required direct 

economic interest, an applicant generally must show that it “would potentially be in line for 

award if the protest were sustained.” (See, Exhibit 1, Competitive Application Request for Proposals, 

Exhibit D - Protest Procedures, Section 1.0. Interested Applicant and Waiver., p. 5).  

 

Aspire satisfies the requirements to be an Interested Applicant. First, Aspire is an actual 

applicant. Aspire timely submitted its application in response to the Georgia Access to Medical 

Cannabis Commission Request for Proposals for Class 1 and Class 2 Production Licenses (the 

“RFP”). Second, the GMCC timely received and accepted Aspire’s application and evaluated it. 

The NOIA includes Aspire as both a Class 1 Apparent Unsuccessful Applicant and as a Class 2 

Apparent Unsuccessful Applicant. GMCC based its designation of Aspire as an Apparent 

Unsuccessful Applicant for both classes of licenses on its conclusion that Aspire was “Not 

Highest Scoring”. (See, Exhibit 2, NOIA Class 1 Production Licenses and Exhibit 3, NOIA Class 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EPib1vaCHw97H2P42Fm7cQs3n7smwxA5/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EPib1vaCHw97H2P42Fm7cQs3n7smwxA5/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qdisYT4P4XfDhkdA4nhqoMoDvJLlLh7O/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qgVuKLlQakFCCzEyCCk1ViUPi8nmeuxG/view
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2 Production Licenses). Significantly, GMCC did not find Aspire’s applications to be 

administratively deficient or non-responsive to the RFP’s requirements. Furthermore, after 

evaluating Aspire’s application for compliance with Administrative/Preliminary Review 

requirements, GMCC determined that Aspire was a responsible applicant who had timely 

submitted an application that merited evaluation and scoring of the Mandatory Scored 

Requirements. (See, Exhibit 4, Competitive Application Request for Proposals, Exhibit A - Application 

Instructions - Class 1 Production License, Section 11. Evaluation, p. 8-9).  

 

GMCC evaluated Aspire’s applications with an overall score of 851.25 out of 1000 total points 

for the Class 1 and the Class 2 Production Licenses. Aspire’s evaluated score is within 82.5 

points of the lowest scoring apparent Class 1 Production License Apparent Successful Applicant  

– Trulieve GA, Inc. (“Trulieve”) – a point differential of only 8.8%. And Aspire is within 18.75 

points of the lowest scoring apparent Class 1 Production License Awardee – Treevana Remedy 

LLC – a point differential of a scant 2%. Furthermore, with a point differential of just 25 points, 

Aspire’s evaluated score is also within 2.85% of the second lowest scoring apparent Class 2 

Production License Awardee – NATURES GA LLC. In fact, Aspire’s Class 2 Production 

License Application’s score is just 42.5 point below the top-scoring Class 2 Apparent Successful 

Applicant – FFD GA Holdings LLC – less than a 5% margin. These miniscule point differentials 

disappear entirely and are overcome by the application of correct, rational, reasonable, and non-

arbitrary evaluation and further substantiate that Aspire qualifies as an Interested Applicant. The 

Application Instructions in Attachment A provided that GMCC had the authority to conduct 

discussions with “qualified applicants who submit applications determined to be reasonably 

susceptible of being selected for award for the purpose of clarification and improvement and to 

ensure full understanding of and responsiveness to the application requirements.” (See, 

Attachment A - Application Instructions to RFP for Class 1 and Class 2 Production Licenses). 

Given the insignificant point differences between Aspire and certain of the putative Apparent 

Successful Applicants, clarifying discussions would have helped GMCC to more accurately and 

correctly determine the non-responsiveness of the current slate of Apparent Successful 

Applicants. 

 

Protester-Applicant Name and Address: 

 

Mr. Thomas Q. Jones 

Manager & Authorized Signatory 

Aspire Medical Partners, LLC 

5775 Glenridge Drive 

Building B, Suite 120 

Atlanta, GA 30328 

 

Email: tquincyjones@gmail.com 

Phone: (770) 712-5586 

 

Protester/Applicant’s Legal Counsel for Protest: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qgVuKLlQakFCCzEyCCk1ViUPi8nmeuxG/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JZId6RRYhP3vo3YLrc0aQydmHUwDTPBH/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JZId6RRYhP3vo3YLrc0aQydmHUwDTPBH/view
mailto:tquincyjones@gmail.com
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Carl A. Gebo, Esq. 

Gebo Law LLC 

The Johnson & Johnson Building 

200 Walker Street, SW - Suite E 

Atlanta, GA 30313-1200 

Georgia Bar Number: 288711 

Email: carl.gebo@gebolawgroup.com 

Phone: (404) 219-4516 

 

The identifying information for the NOIA that Aspire protests is as follows: 

 

Specific Notices of Intent to Award Being Protested: 

  

Solicitation Title/Event Name: Competitive Application Request for Proposals for Class 1 

and Class 2 Production Licenses 

 

Solicitation No./Event ID:  Georgia Procurement Registry Event ID #11232020 

 

State Entity:     Georgia Access to Medical Cannabis Commission 

 

Solicitation Close/Event End Date: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 

 

Notice of Intent to Award Posting Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 

 

Issuing Officer:   Andrew Turnage 

 

Issuing Officer Contact Information: aturnage@gmcc.ga.gov 

 

Award Category:   Class 1 Production Licenses 

 

 

And, 

 

 

Solicitation Title/Event Name: Competitive Application Request for Proposals for Class 1 

and Class 2 Production Licenses 

 

Solicitation No./Event ID:  Georgia Procurement Registry Event ID #11232020 

 

State Entity:     Georgia Access to Medical Cannabis Commission 

 

Solicitation Close/Event End Date: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 

mailto:carl.gebo@gebolawgroup.com
mailto:aturnage@gmcc.ga.gov
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Notice of Intent to Award Posting Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 

 

Issuing Officer:   Andrew Turnage 

 

Issuing Officer Contact Information: aturnage@gmcc.ga.gov 

 

Award Category:   Class 2 Production Licenses 

 

(See, Exhibit 2, Notice of Intent to Award - Category: Class 1 Production Licenses, p. 1 and Exhibit 3, 

Notice of Intent to Award - Category: Class 2 Production Licenses, p. 1 ). 

 

 

Aspire’s Protest Is Timely Filed 

 

The Post-Award Protest Procedure states in Section 2.1. Filing Protests: 

 

A protest is considered to be properly filed when it is in writing and 

signed by a company officer authorized to sign contracts on behalf of 

an applicant, is submitted via e-mail to protest@gmcc.ga.gov, and is 

received by the Executive Director or designee within the filing 

period set forth in Section 2.0 above. 

 

(See, Exhibit 1, Competitive Application Request for Proposals, Exhibit D - Protest Procedures, Section 

2.1. Filing Protests, p. 6). 

 

Section 2.0. Written Protest of the Post-Award Protest Procedure gives an applicant seven (7) 

business days after the issuance of the NOIA to file a written protest with the Executive Director 

of the Cannabis Commission or the Executive Director’s designee. (See, Exhibit 1, Competitive 

Application Request for Proposals, Exhibit D - Protest Procedures, Section 2.0. Written Protest, p. 5-6). 

 

Aspire’s protest is timely because GMCC issued the protested NOIA on Saturday, July 24, 2021. 

Seven business days after July 24, 2021, is Tuesday, August 3, 2021, since the following days 

are not included in calculating the last day on which Aspire must file its protest to have it 

considered timely filed:  

 

Saturday, July 24, 2021 

Sunday, July 25, 2021 

Saturday, July 31, 2021 

Sunday, August 1, 2021 

 

mailto:aturnage@gmcc.ga.gov
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qdisYT4P4XfDhkdA4nhqoMoDvJLlLh7O/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qgVuKLlQakFCCzEyCCk1ViUPi8nmeuxG/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qgVuKLlQakFCCzEyCCk1ViUPi8nmeuxG/view
mailto:protest@gmcc.ga.gov
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EPib1vaCHw97H2P42Fm7cQs3n7smwxA5/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EPib1vaCHw97H2P42Fm7cQs3n7smwxA5/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EPib1vaCHw97H2P42Fm7cQs3n7smwxA5/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EPib1vaCHw97H2P42Fm7cQs3n7smwxA5/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EPib1vaCHw97H2P42Fm7cQs3n7smwxA5/view
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Accordingly, by filing via email it's written protest with GMCC's Executive Director on 

Tuesday, August 3, 2021, Aspire satisfies the timely filing requirement of the Post-Award 

Protest Procedures. 

 

The Solicitation and Evaluation Methodology 

 

The RFP sought to implement the Georgia General Assembly’s House Bill 324 (2019), referred 

to as the Hope Act, which empowered GMCC to regulate licensing for limited, in-state 

production, growing, manufacturing, and sale of one product -- low-THC oil. The RFP provided 

that four (4) applicants would receive an award of contract for licensure based on a combination 

of technical factors alone since cost was not feasible to consider in this process. (See, Exhibit 4, 

Competitive Application Request for Proposals, Exhibit A - Application Instructions - Class 1 Production 

License, Section 3. General Information and Instructions, p. 3). The RFP evaluation process had 

several stages.  

 

Only Responsive Applications Are Scored And Eligible for Award 

 

The first stage of the application review involved an Administrate/Preliminary Review to ensure 

that the application was timely submitted and was complete. Applications found to satisfy the 

Administrative/Preliminary Review criteria were then considered based on the Mandatory 

Questions and Mandatory Scored Questions. During this stage, the Evaluation Team evaluated 

the applications on a pass/fail basis depending on the answers provided to these questions. 

Applications that met the requirements were deemed Responsive Applications but received no 

numerical points. This approach is consistent with the guidance found in the Georgia 

Procurement Manual (“GPM”) that defines a responsive supplier as one who “has submitted a 

timely offer which materially conforms to the requirements and specifications of the 

solicitation.” (See, Exhibit 5, Georgia Procurement Manual, Version 9, Section 5.6.2.1. Responsive, p. 

117). A material deviation from the requirements is cause for rejection of a proposal. (Id.)  

 

The Evaluation Team then scored the applications across nine (9) different Technical/Proposal 

Factors organized as the following schedules with corresponding numeric point value: 

 

Schedule Schedule Description Point Value 

A, B, C Mandatory Requirements Pass/Fail (No Numeric 

Value) 

D Ownership Structure 100 

E Employment Plan 250 

F Local Government Support 100 

G Production Plan 250 

H Seed to Sale Tracking Plan 100 

I Business Operations and 

Security Plan 

200 

   

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JZId6RRYhP3vo3YLrc0aQydmHUwDTPBH/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JZId6RRYhP3vo3YLrc0aQydmHUwDTPBH/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JZId6RRYhP3vo3YLrc0aQydmHUwDTPBH/view
https://doas.ga.gov/assets/State%20Purchasing/GPM%20Documents/GPM-V9-January%202021.pdf
https://doas.ga.gov/assets/State%20Purchasing/GPM%20Documents/GPM-V9-January%202021.pdf
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TOTAL  1000 points 

 

(See, Exhibit 6, Scoring Guidelines for Mandatory Scored and Additional Requirements) 

 

Each Schedule was divided into subcategories and assigned corresponding point values. To 

determine the point value scored for each Schedule, the Evaluation Team assigned an adjectival-

point designation scheme. For each Schedule sub-category, an evaluator assigned an adjectival 

rating: Poor, Marginal, Adequate, Good, Excellent, or No Response. Each adjectival rating 

corresponds to a percentage of the total points assigned for that Schedule. The Evaluators were to 

apply a scoring guideline that gave narrative definitions for determining the difference between 

the different adjectival ratings. (See, Exhibit 6, Scoring Guidelines for Mandatory Scored and Additional 

Requirements) 

 

While the RFP allowed discussions and negotiations with qualified applicants whose applications 

were deemed reasonably susceptible for award, GMCC chose not to conduct any discussions or 

negotiations before issuing its NOIA with respect to the Class 1 and Class 2 Production Licenses. 

Ultimately, the RFP provided for GMCC to award Class 1 Production licenses to the two (2) most 

highly scored Class 1 Applicants and Class 2 Production licenses to the four (4) most highly scored 

Class 2 applicants. 

 

Only Evaluation Criteria Disclosed in the RFP May Be Used to Score Applications 

 

Under Georgia law, public procurements must ensure fair and equitable treatment of all who deal 

with the procurement system of the state and provide safeguards for maintaining a procurement 

system of quality and integrity (See, Exhibit 7, Amdahl Corp. v. Georgia Dept. of Administrative 

Services, 260 Ga. 690, 696-697 (1990) (citing, O.C.G.A. §50-5-50). These goals are 

operationalized, in part, in the Georgia Procurement Manual issued by the Georgia Department of 

Administrative Services (“GPM”). Specifically, the current version of the GPM states:  

 

“[T]he state entity is bound by the terms of the solicitation as well as 

the established evaluation criteria. No changes to either the solicitation 

or the evaluation criteria may be made after the closing date and time 

of the solicitation.” 

 

(See, Exhibit 5, Georgia Procurement Manual, Version 9, Section 5.6. State Evaluates Suppliers' 

Responses, pp. 114-15). The United States Court of Federal Claims has spoken persuasively on 

the fundamental unfairness of a government agency using unstated evaluation criteria to score 

proposals. 

 

It is hornbook law that agencies must evaluate proposals and make 

awards based on the criteria stated in the solicitation. Exhibit 8, NEQ, 

LLC v. United States, 88 Fed. Cl. 38, 47 (2009) (internal citations 

omitted). It is thus beyond peradventure that the government may not 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kM5W0kfwg6dRALNzC58Vl4q4vtx8pEKG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kM5W0kfwg6dRALNzC58Vl4q4vtx8pEKG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kM5W0kfwg6dRALNzC58Vl4q4vtx8pEKG/view?usp=sharing
https://law.justia.com/cases/georgia/supreme-court/1990/s90a0570-1.html
https://law.justia.com/cases/georgia/supreme-court/1990/s90a0570-1.html
https://law.justia.com/cases/georgia/supreme-court/1990/s90a0570-1.html
https://doas.ga.gov/assets/State%20Purchasing/GPM%20Documents/GPM-V9-January%202021.pdf
https://doas.ga.gov/assets/State%20Purchasing/GPM%20Documents/GPM-V9-January%202021.pdf
https://cite.case.law/fed-cl/88/38/
https://cite.case.law/fed-cl/88/38/
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rely upon undisclosed evaluation criteria in evaluating proposals. Id. at 

48 (citation omitted). 

 

Exhibit 9, Sophion Bioscience, Inc. v. U.S., No. 21-1065, 2021 WL 2909029, at *6 (Fed. Cl. June 

25, 2021). 

 

Only Substantive Differences Between Applications Can Support Disparate Treatment in 

Evaluation Results 

 

Of course, identical, and substantially similar proposals merit the same technical score. Proposals 

that are substantively different merit different technical scores. A fair assessment of proposals 

requires consistent application of evaluation criteria for all proposals. 

 

It is a fundamental principle of federal procurement law that a 

contracting agency must treat all vendors equally and evaluate their 

proposals evenhandedly against the solicitation's requirements and 

evaluation criteria. Rockwell Elec. Commerce Corp., B-286201 et al., 

Dec. 14, 2000, 2001 CPD ¶ 65 at 5.  

Exhibit 10, Matter of: Odyssey Sys. Consulting Grp., Ltd., B-419731 (Comp. Gen.), 2021 WL 

3129246 (July 15, 2021). 

  

As Aspire shows in the following sections, GMCC's evaluation process and scoring deviated from 

the RFP’s scoring guidelines in material ways.  GMCC used evaluation criteria that was not 

disclosed in the RFP, and by inconsistently and improperly applying the RFP’s evaluation criteria 

in its scoring of the applications of Aspire, Treevana, Botanical Sciences, LLC, and NATURES 

GA, at a minimum. GMCC's flawed evaluation process violated the GPM and public procurement 

policy codified in Georgia’s statutes by finding NATURE'S GA to have submitted a responsive 

application, even though the application failed to meet mandatory requirements of the RFP. Each 

of and all these procurement irregularities materially prejudiced Aspire’s chance for award and 

merit GMCC sustaining this protest. 

 

Arguments in Support of Protest 

 

1.  GMCC improperly determined that NATURES GA’s Class 2 Production License 

application was responsive to the RFP’s requirements. 
 

A. NATURES GA’s sanctions render its applications non-responsive 

 

The Application Questionnaire for each of the Class 1 and Class 2 licenses contained the following 

question: 

 

https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/district-courts/federal-claims/cofce/1:2021cv01065/43513/30/
https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/district-courts/federal-claims/cofce/1:2021cv01065/43513/30/
https://www.gao.gov/assets/b-419731.pdf
https://www.gao.gov/assets/b-419731.pdf
https://www.gao.gov/assets/b-419731.pdf
https://www.gao.gov/assets/b-419731.pdf
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Have the owner(s) ever had a license revoked, suspended, fined, or 

otherwise sanctioned by any commission, licensing board or agency, 

or have you ever been denied issuance of, or pursuant to disciplinary 

proceedings refused renewal of a license by any commission, licensing 

board or agency in Georgia or any other state? 

 

(See, Exhibit 11, Application Questionnaire, Class 1 and Class 2, Schedule A, p. 2). 

 

GMCC explained that Schedule A and its components were to be graded on a binary “Pass/Fail” 

basis. (See, Exhibit 12, Class 1 and Class 2 Production License Competitive Application Request for 

Proposal Responses to Questions Submitted by December 7, 2020 Deadline, Question 41 and Answer 

41, p. 8). 

 

One of the owners of NATURE'S GA responded “No” to this question while the other responded 

“Yes”.  However, they then provided a narrative explanation that its affiliate, NATURES  

Medicine, received a fine from the Connecticut Department of Consumer Protection in 

connection with NATURES Medicine’s alleged failure to maintain and make available for 

immediate reviewing 24-hour video recordings from all video cameras and its failure to retain 

such video recording for at least 30 days. Another NATURES GA affiliate, Tedra Health, LLC, 

also received sanctions from the State of Connecticut. (See, Exhibit 13, NATURES GA Class 2 

Production License Application, Schedule A, PDF-pages 42, 51).  NATURES GA did not explain the 

relationship between the sanctioned affiliates and NATURES GA. (Id.). 

 

Given that this question resulted in an initial “Pass” or “Fail”, GMCC should have treated 

NATURES GA’s application as non-responsive and eliminated them from consideration.  By 

including NATURES GA’s applications among those that received evaluated scores, GMCC 

materially prejudiced Aspire’s chances for award.  

 

To the extent that GMCC opted to include NATURES GA in its slate of potential awardees, 

there must be information in NATURES GA’s application supporting such a decision.  For this 

reason, Aspire requires NATURES GA’s unredacted Class 2 Application Schedule A and the 

unredacted evaluation sheets associated with it to substantiate Aspire’s protest grounds. 

 

B. NATURES GA’s defective design and floor plan renders its applications non-responsive 

 

As with Schedule A, the RFP designated evaluation of Schedule B as a binary “Pass/Fail” 

determination. (See Exhibit 12, Class 1 and Class 2 Production License Competitive Application 

Request for Proposal Responses to Questions Submitted by December 7, 2020 Deadline, Question 41 

and Answer 41, p. 8). In addition, GMCC clarified that the Floor Plans submitted in response to 

Schedule B would be evaluated as submitted and that future changes would not be authorized. 

 

Q118: As the floor plan submitted with the application is in the 

conceptual stage of design development, will revisions to the floor plan 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Dt5bKfqksCHSyBCjiY3llh3SRV_tSYYu/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WW7REDml6i7dRm-UfX1GnzJfaa82eWXQ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
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be allowed? If so, what will the process be for approval of floor plan 

revisions? (Citation: Schedule B / Facility Information) 

 

A118: Applicants should not anticipate authorization of a change to the 

proposed floor plan. 

 

(See, Exhibit 12, Class 1 and Class 2 Production License Competitive Application Request for Proposal 

Responses to Questions Submitted by December 7, 2020 Deadline, Question 118 and Answer 118, p. 

23). 

 

Schedule B of the RFP delineated the requisite elements of applicants’ designs and floor plans: 

 

DESIGN AND FLOOR PLANS (O.C.G.A. §16-12-211(b)(7)). Submit a 

professional blueprint of the floor plan of the proposed premises drawn to the 

approximate scale, showing the arrangement of the production space, 

approximate placing of equipment, the entrances and exits, ventilations and 

filtration, plumbing, electrical and lighting, and adequacy of floor space; and 

a list of the various items of primary equipment to be used in the cultivation, 

extraction, and manufacturing processes. 

 

(See, Exhibit 14, Application Questionnaire Class 1 & Class 2 - Schedule B, Section 4 "Design and Floor 

Plans"). 

 

Curiously, NATURES GA’s design and floor plan does not include any areas for the extraction 

and processing of oils, which are the only products permitted to be produced and sold in Georgia. 

(See, “Exhibit 15, Georgia’s Hope Act, HB 324 (2019-2020 Regular Session) (enacted April 17, 

2019). In addition, contrary to the requirements of the RFP, the floor plan does not show the 

approximate placement of primary equipment used in the cultivation, extraction, and 

manufacturing processes. (Exhibit 13, NATURES GA Class 2 Production License Application, Schedule B, 

PDF-pages 56-110) Thus, the facility proposed by NATURES GA could only produce the 

cannabis plant itself. This deficiency, combined with GMCC's statement that floor plan changes 

should not be anticipated, requires that NATURES GA’s application be deemed non-responsive.  

 

Notwithstanding the patent deficiency in NATURES GA’s Schedule B submission, GMCC 

appears to have granted a “Pass” to NATURES GA with respect to the design and floor plan.  This 

decision was irrational and unreasonable.  Additionally, such decision prejudiced Aspire in that its 

Schedule B submissions were effectively treated as equal to those of NATURES GA, despite the 

qualitative differences.  Treating the two companies’ submissions the same violates a fundamental 

principle of public procurements: substantively different proposals should not be treated as though 

they are the same. 

 

Aspire’s applications provided the information required with respect to the design and floor plan. 

In addition, contrary to NATURES GA, Aspire’s investors, leaders, staff members, designers, and 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Dv2NohxejbjISvtqmKDOf3nbeDz2940C/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F7r3mexh3IGXGmIbSIq3SPhEKFdY2KwY/view
https://www.legis.ga.gov/api/legislation/document/20192020/187578
https://www.legis.ga.gov/api/legislation/document/20192020/187578
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
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contractors have designed and built numerous commercial, industrial, and multi-family facilities 

throughout Georgia and the country. Several of these facilities are licensed by the Georgia 

Department of Community Health. Aspire’s team has also constructed numerous medical cannabis 

cultivation and dispensary facilities throughout North America, some of which have received 

acclaim from Architectural Digest. Trusted, Georgia-based, minority and women owned 

architecture and engineering firms designed Aspire’s proposed facilities, which meet cGMP 

standards, provide employee safety and comfort features, and ensure product and product 

transportation security.  

 

Aspire was prejudiced by the irrational and unreasonable decision to grant NATURES GA a “Pass” 

for its Schedule B submission.  Aspire requires an unredacted copy of NATURES GA’s Class 2 

application Schedule B as well as the unredacted score sheets for NATURES GA’s Class 2 

application Schedule B to substantiate its protest grounds.. 
 

C. NATURES GA’s lack of requisite available investment capital renders its application non-

responsive 

 

The RFP required applicants to demonstrate sufficient available capital to fund all licensee 

functions. 

 

Schedule C – PROOF OF INVESTMENT CAPITAL (O.C.G.A. §16-12-

211(b)(1). Proof of available capital to make the investments needed to 

perform all required functions of a licensee safely, securely, and promptly. 

 

(See, Exhibit 16, Application Questionnaire Class 1 & Class 2 - Schedule C, Section 2 "Proof of 

Investment Capital"). 

 

Like Schedules A and B, Schedule C was assessed on a binary “Pass/Fail” basis, and GMCC gave 

NATURES GA a passing grade on its Class 1 and Class 2 applications with respect to a 

demonstrated proof of available capital. However, a careful review of NATURE'S GA’s proof of 

available capital reveals only vague and contingent assertions made with respect to a capital 

commitment, thereby rendering the applications non-responsive to the RFP.  

 

NATURES GA offered proof of available investment capital totaling only $14 Million. They 

derive this capital from two (2) separate sources, both of which provided only vague 

commitment letters. These letters reveal that additional negotiations must take place before 

NATURES GA can secure the financing – meaning that the available capital that NATURES GA 

relies upon and represented as available is far from guaranteed. (Exhibit 13, NATURES GA Class 2 

Production License Application, Schedule C, PDF-pages 115-119).  Beyond their lack of demonstrably 

available capital, NATURES GA projected an inadequate capital budget to construct and operate 

a facility that complies with the State of Georgia’s regulations and that is adequate to cultivate 

medical grade cannabis and process it into low-THC oil.  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E4cvqUergxmY5hkrlKpMBl5Zyve5aScJ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F8heyN4jktpxvhrXJbW-rB4ku4T0oV1c/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
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NATURES GA proposed a 47,048 square foot facility for its Class 2 application (Exhibit 13, 

NATURES GA Class 2 Production License Application, Schedule B, PDF-page 65) and projected the cost 

of constructing such facility to be $2,314,276, which is a per square foot cost of approximately 

$50. Further, NATURES GA did not include the cost of extraction and processing equipment 

required to achieve top-quality/medical grade oil at high volumes. Equipment required for those 

operations cost between $8,000,000 and $10,000,000.  

 

Under current economic conditions in Georgia, conservative estimates place the cost to construct 

high-quality cultivation facilities between $250 to $300 per square foot.  Therefore, an accurate 

cost estimate for the construction of a facility of the size proposed is between $11,762,00 and 

$14,114,400.  However, even utilizing an unreasonably and artificially low 50% discounted per 

square foot estimate of $150 per square foot, NATURES GA’s facility could cost over $7 million 

to construct and outfit with the required equipment.  Realistically, however, the total cost of 

constructing and equipping the facility proposed by NATURES GA in a safe and compliant 

manner could easily cost $24 million or more - not considering land acquisition costs, additional 

FF&E, staff, and operating capital required to maintain the business until achieving its breakeven 

point.  NATURES GA’s does not demonstrate committed capital sufficient to support the project. 

 

NATURES GA claims to have access to additional capital of $24 million in the form of debt 

through an affiliated company, Devi Holdings, Inc., which is not listed as an owner of the 

company. More importantly, there is no validation provided in the application from the debt 

provider of the $24 million, Advanced Flower Capital/AFCgamma (See, Exhibit 13, NATURES GA 

Class 2 Production License Application, Schedule E, PDF-page 224) - meaning NATURES GA 

provided no guarantee that the debt provider is either legally committed to, willing, or even able 

to fund NATURES GA. According to the AFCgamma website (www.AFCgamma.com), “AFC 

Gamma is a real-estate investment trust which gives investors access to income generating 

commercial real estate investments”. As a real-estate investment trust AFC Gamma is not a 

lender nor in the business of providing asset-based financing products for companies in the start-

up phase of development, like NATURES GA.  

NATURES GA’s submission of unverified and contingent commitments from its financing 

sources combined with its grossly understated cost estimate should have rendered its applications 

non-responsive.  By including NATURES GA among those Class 2 applicants deemed to be 

responsive and meeting the Mandatory Requirements, GMCC prejudiced Aspire materially and 

improperly prevented Aspire from award.  

Having demonstrated the impact on Aspire’s chances for award by the improper inclusion and 

subsequent scoring of NATURES GA’s Class 2 application, Aspire requires NATURES GA’s 

unredacted Class 2 application Schedule C  as well as the unredacted score sheets to substantiate 

its protest grounds.  

 

2. GMCC improperly determined that the Botanical Sciences LLC Class 1 Production 

License application was responsive to the RFP’s requirements. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
http://www.afcgamma.com/
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A. Botanical Sciences’ production facility violates the law and, therefore Schedule B should 

“Fail”. 

 

As addressed above, the RFP designated Schedule B for evaluation on a binary “Pass/Fail” basis. 

Schedule B required the applicant to provide the following information about the proposed 

production facility location: 1) GIS Coordinates; 2) Street Address; 3) Property Description; and 

4) Designs and Floor Plans. (See Exhibit 13, Application Questionnaire Class 1 & Class 2 - Schedule 

B, Section 4 "Design and Floor Plans"). The RFP also required applicants to cite their production 

facility at a location that complied with the Hope Act.  (See, Exhibit 12, Class 1 and Class 2 

Production License Competitive Application Request for Proposal Responses to Questions Submitted by 

December 7, 2020 Deadline, Question 41 and Answer 41, p. 8).  Further, in Question and Answer 110 

in its Responses to Questions, GMCC specifically clarified that the Property Description 

submitted in response to Schedule B must comply with the provisions of the Hope Act respecting 

distances from schools and churches. 

  

Q110: Does the 3,000 ft radius from schools and churches measure from 

property line to property line? 

 

A110: Applicant should consider reviewing the provisions of O.C.G.A. 16-12-

215 (the “Hope Act”) to ensure compliance with the proximity of the 

Production Facility to public or private schools, early care and education 

programs, churches, synagogues, or other place of public religious worship in 

existence prior to the date of licensure. 

 

 (See, Exhibit 12, Class 1 and Class 2 Production License Competitive Application Request for Proposal 

Responses to Questions Submitted by December 7, 2020 Deadline, Question 110 and Answer 110, pp. 

21-22). 

 

O.C.G.A. 16-12-215 (Exhibit 17) requires that: 

 

(a) No licensee shall operate in any location, whether for cultivation, 

harvesting, and processing of marijuana or for processing, manufacturing, 

packaging, or distributing low THC oil, within a 3,000 foot radius of a 

covered entity, measured from property boundary to property boundary...As 

used in this subsection, the term 'covered entity' means a public or private 

school; an early care and education program as defined in Code Section 20-

1A-2; or a church, synagogue, or other place of public religious worship, in 

existence prior to the date of licensure of such licensee by the commission or 

State Board of Pharmacy.  

 

In accordance with Schedule B.3 of the RFP, Botanical Sciences provided the following proposed 

Property Description: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Dv2NohxejbjISvtqmKDOf3nbeDz2940C/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F7r3mexh3IGXGmIbSIq3SPhEKFdY2KwY/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbIL8Yb_pldo6xx3mQdeUVgPskbHv11v/view?usp=sharing
https://casetext.com/statute/code-of-georgia/title-16-crimes-and-offenses/chapter-12-offenses-against-public-health-and-morals/article-9-production-and-manufacture-of-low-thc-oil/part-2-licenses-related-to-production-growing-and-manufacturing-of-low-thc-oil/section-16-12-215-limitation-on-locations-advertising-or-marketing-prohibited-information-available-to-physicians#:~:text=272%2D305%2C%20307-,Section%2016%2D12%2D215%20%2D%20Limitation%20on%20locations%3B%20advertising,low%20THC%20oil%20or%20products%2C
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3. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION of Production Facility 

1. County    : Tattnall 

2. Tract Size: 61.29 

3. Land Lot: 1432nd 

4. Parcel: 099021B 

5. Public Health District: South East 

6. House District: 157th 

7. Senate District: 19th 

8. Congressional District: 12th 

  

(Exhibit 18, BOTANICAL Class 1 Production License Applications, Schedule E, PDF-page 57). 

 

In its response, which is titled “PROPERTY DESCRIPTION of Production Facility,” 

Botanical Sciences specified that its Production Facility will be located at parcel “099021B” in 

Tattnall County (the “Parcel”).  

 

A property record search on the Tattnall County Commissioners website reveals the following 

pertinent information (Exhibit 19, Site Data for Botanical Sciences Proposed Production Facility) 

relating to the Parcel, including a map outlining the boundaries of the Parcel.  Based on that 

information and additional research attached hereto (Id.), the boundary of the Parcel is 

approximately 2,500 feet from parcel “100A050”, having and address of 828 S Veterans Blvd, 

Glennville, Georgia 30427, which is owned by Mount Zion Outreach Ministry (“MZM”) and 

described as a “Church” in the Tattnall County property records. The Parcel is also located 

approximately 2,600 feet from parcel “100A001B”, which appears to be the location of another 

church known as Preparing the Way for the Lord Ministries, having an address at 714 US-301, 

Glennville, GA 30427.  

 

Based on this publicly available information, the proposed location of Botanical Sciences’ 

Production Facility violates the requirements of O.C.G.A. 16-12-215. As a result, Botanical 

Sciences’ Class 1 application fails to meet the requirements of the RFP’s Schedule B 

requirements and are non-responsive. GMCC should not have allowed Botanical Sciences’ 

applications to proceed to technical scoring. 

  

While Schedule B’s Property Description of Production Facility requirement was evaluated on a 

Pass/Fail basis, an applicant’s facility location necessarily impacts other aspects of its application 

that received numerical scores. Accordingly, Aspire requires an unredacted copy of Botanical 

Sciences’ Class 1 applications to discern the validity of its responses as well as the unredacted 

score sheets for Botanical Sciences’ Class 1 application to substantiate Aspire’s grounds for 

protest. 

  

This is another example where GMCC allowed a potential awardee to Pass a requirement that 

should have received a Fail. That error resulted in Botanical Sciences’ Class 1 and Class 2 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OIkNRIR7Kj5sc2EErr0CztaksPj0XTTI/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14tVe7RpGOhHIwRn1Hgbp-ZCb95vh7oyB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14tVe7RpGOhHIwRn1Hgbp-ZCb95vh7oyB/view?usp=sharing
https://casetext.com/statute/code-of-georgia/title-16-crimes-and-offenses/chapter-12-offenses-against-public-health-and-morals/article-9-production-and-manufacture-of-low-thc-oil/part-2-licenses-related-to-production-growing-and-manufacturing-of-low-thc-oil/section-16-12-215-limitation-on-locations-advertising-or-marketing-prohibited-information-available-to-physicians#:~:text=272%2D305%2C%20307-,Section%2016%2D12%2D215%20%2D%20Limitation%20on%20locations%3B%20advertising,low%20THC%20oil%20or%20products%2C
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applications being treated as though they are equal in quality to Aspire’s. The result is a false 

equivalency that violates a fundamental principle of public procurements – treating substantively 

different proposals as though they are the same. The Property Description of Production Facility 

submitted by Aspire and Botanical Science are not the same. Equating Botanical Sciences’ 

Property Description of Production Facility to Aspire’s by stamping it with a “Pass” is irrational 

and unreasonable and prejudiced Aspire. 

 

Aspire requires Botanical Sciences’ unredacted Class 1 and Class 2 Application Schedule B and 

the associated evaluation sheets for them to substantiate its grounds for protest. 

 

3. GMCC misapplied the RFP’s evaluation criteria and utilized undisclosed criteria, to 

score Aspire’s Class 2 production license application and materially prejudiced Aspire’s 

potential for award. 

 

A. GMCC misapplied the RFP’s evaluation criteria to score Aspire’s Schedule D.2 of Class 1 and 

Class 2 Production License Application and materially prejudiced Aspire’s potential for award. 

 

The RFP’s Schedule D.2 (Exhibit 21, Application Questionnaire, Class 1 and Class 2, Schedule D, p.1) 

required applicants to meet residency and tax filing requirements. GMCC assigned Aspire’s 

Schedule D.2 a total value of 33.75 points (out of 45) for both Class 1 and Class 2 applications 

and a rating of “GOOD”. 

RESIDENCY and TAX FILING REQUIREMENT (Exhibit 22, 

O.C.G.A. §16-12-212(b)). 

a. Georgia Corporation of LLC Certificate of Existence with Control 

Number 

b. Articles of Incorporation or Organization with original filing date 

c. A Georgia tax identification number. 

According to the Scoring Guidelines for Mandatory Scored and Additional Scored 

Requirements, a rating of “GOOD” means, “Proposal more than adequately meets the minimum 

requirements, specification or provision of the specific criteria, and exceeds those requirements 

in some respects for the specific criteria.” (See Exhibit 6, Scoring Guidelines for Mandatory Scored 

and Additional Requirements). The Evaluation Committee noted on Aspire’s score sheet that, “ga 

corporate structure appears to be good” (See Exhibit 23, Schedule D Score Sheet). 

 

The Evaluation Committee ignored the fact that Aspire, in addition to producing all the required 

information, also produced evidence of a federal EIN issued by the Internal Revenue Service. This 

additional information indicates that Aspire exceeded the requirements of Schedule D.2 in a 

material way. Securing an IRS-issued EIN reflects initiative on the part of Aspire and should give 

GMCC additional confidence in the organization’s willingness and ability to meet its tax filing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M-Kj4jzS5jIIN0El_5S0erzCHeTU1bc_/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MHdQNp1WrHoEjh52Df5HOkJQ4KyGJvh_/view
https://casetext.com/statute/code-of-georgia/title-16-crimes-and-offenses/chapter-12-offenses-against-public-health-and-morals/article-9-production-and-manufacture-of-low-thc-oil/part-2-licenses-related-to-production-growing-and-manufacturing-of-low-thc-oil/section-16-12-212-class-2-production-licenses-application-fees-revocation-limitation-on-ownership-replacement-license
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kM5W0kfwg6dRALNzC58Vl4q4vtx8pEKG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kM5W0kfwg6dRALNzC58Vl4q4vtx8pEKG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ttAga9PbUhmiVPALjDe94SJnNBc5UuCd/view?usp=sharing
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obligations. Aspire’s Class 1 and Class 2 applications merit rankings of “EXCELLENT” and 

assignment of the maximum points of 45 when properly and reasonably scored. This single 

corrective increase to Aspire’s score, by itself, adds 11.25 points to Aspire’s total points. 

 

Aspire requires the unredacted Class 1 and Class 2 Application Schedule D submitted by 

NATURES GA, Botanical Sciences, and all other Class 1 and Class 2 Apparent Successful 

Applicants, as well as the unredacted score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds. 

 

B. GMCC misapplied the RFP’s evaluation criteria to score Aspire’s Schedule E.1 resulting in a 

lower score than merited  

 

Aspire’s Class 1 and Class 2 applications each contained robust descriptions for how it planned to 

create jobs in response to the RFP’s requirements set forth in Schedule E.1.  

E1 - TIER 1 AND TIER TWO JOB CREATION (O.C.G.A. § 16-12-212 

(b)(13)  

Provide a description of any efforts made by the applicant to create jobs or 

locate facilities in tier one or tier two counties. Tier System explained (see 

O.C.G.A. § 48-7-40)(i) Tier 1: 1st – 71st least developed countries (ii) Tier 2: 

72nd – 100th least developed countries. 

Schedule E.1 was valued at a total of 50 points. The Evaluation Committee rated Aspire’s 

Schedule E.1 submissions as “GOOD”, which resulted in Aspire receiving 37.50 points. Aspire’s 

Schedule E.1 merited a rating of “EXCELLENT” with a point total of 50.  However, the 

Evaluation Committee improperly applied the RFP’s evaluation criteria and failed to credit 

Aspire for the aspects of its Schedule E.1 submissions that exceeded the requirements. 

The Evaluation Committee comments reveal that the reviewing member ignored the specifics of 

Aspire’s submission that would have justified the “EXCELLENT” rating. In fact, the comments 

reflect little more than a mere recitation of facts regarding the location of Aspire’s proposed 

facility. 

Aspire is proposing to locate its facility in Warrenton, Warren County GA – a 

Tier 1 county. They have a purchase option for 26.92 acres from the 

Development Authority of Warren County. The area has a 26.3% 

unemployment rate. Warrenton is approx. equidistant to Athens, Atlanta, 

Macon, and Athens. Surrounding counties are also Tier 1 or 2. 

(See Exhibit 26, Schedule E Score Sheet). 

These comments did not touch upon the “efforts made by the applicant to create jobs”. While the 

requirement allows for responses describing either job creation efforts or efforts to locate 

facilities in a Tier 1 or Tier 2 county, Aspire provided comprehensive responses to both those 

specifics:  

https://casetext.com/statute/code-of-georgia/title-16-crimes-and-offenses/chapter-12-offenses-against-public-health-and-morals/article-9-production-and-manufacture-of-low-thc-oil/part-2-licenses-related-to-production-growing-and-manufacturing-of-low-thc-oil/section-16-12-212-class-2-production-licenses-application-fees-revocation-limitation-on-ownership-replacement-license
https://casetext.com/statute/code-of-georgia/title-16-crimes-and-offenses/chapter-12-offenses-against-public-health-and-morals/article-9-production-and-manufacture-of-low-thc-oil/part-2-licenses-related-to-production-growing-and-manufacturing-of-low-thc-oil/section-16-12-212-class-2-production-licenses-application-fees-revocation-limitation-on-ownership-replacement-license
https://law.justia.com/codes/georgia/2010/title-48/chapter-7/article-2/48-7-40/#:~:text=AND%20COMPUTATION%3B%20EXEMPTIONS-,%C2%A7%2048%2D7%2D40%20%2D%20Designation%20of%20counties%20as%20less,credits%20for%20certain%20business%20enterprises&text=(a)%20As%20used%20in%20this%20Code%20section%2C%20the%20term%3A&text=Such%20term%20shall%20not%20include%20retail%20businesses.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OWHSrCReXfIaFCSoSfLDxL9ts2zC3j8A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OWHSrCReXfIaFCSoSfLDxL9ts2zC3j8A/view?usp=sharing
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● Aspire identified a Chief People Officer who is a trusted name in Georgia and who 

operates a MWBE-certified staffing firm and training institute to hire, train, and 

onboard its employees.  

● Aspire financially supports 10 organizations, with which it will establish 

recruiting/hiring partnerships with.   

● Aspire’s Schedule E submissions also discuss the following efforts and strategies to 

create jobs in Tier 1 and Tier 2 counties: 

– Aspire included a letter of intent to hire a local security firm that employs 

veterans and law enforcement professionals from Warren and other surrounding 

Tier 1 and Tier 2 counties. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License 

Applications, Exhibit E, p. 21, para. 5) 

– Aspire explained its strategy to develop jobs by creating business opportunities 

through networking events. By fostering a community of existing and aspiring 

medical cannabis industry employees and entrepreneurs -- primarily residing in 

Tier 1 and Tier 2 counties, Aspire will use these events to provide a forum for 

knowledge-sharing and to give attendees access to a broad range of industry 

leaders, while giving them the opportunity to build relationships that can drive 

business opportunities. Another aspect of this strategy to create jobs explained in 

Aspire’s Schedule E.1 submissions is a mentorship program in which employees 

and entrepreneurs in Tier 1 and Tier 2 counties will relate to experienced business 

mentors. Beginning with a small cohort of mentors and mentees in the first year, 

Aspire explained how it will develop opportunities to grow the mentorship 

program year-over-year. Aspire detailed how its mentors will offer a wide range 

of business experience and will utilize their networks to develop funding 

opportunities along with other opportunities to propel the business and/or career 

of their mentees. Aspire demonstrated its commitment to ensuring that these 

relationships provide employees and entrepreneurs with unprecedented and 

invaluable access to resources and knowledge they might not otherwise have in 

Tier 1 and Tier 2 counties. (Exhibit 27, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License 

Applications, Exhibit E, p. 31, para. 1). 

– Aspire described a detailed job creation plan beyond its own direct operations 

(construction, supporting companies, etc.), which is supported by a third party, 
UGA’s Carl Vinson Institute of Government. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 

Production License Applications, Exhibit E, p. 23-26). 

● Aspire based its direct job creation projections on historical operating data from 

several facilities comparable to the one it designed. Aspire also had the Carl Vinson 

Institute of Government validate Aspire’s projections.  Aspire undertook this extra 

step of having experts confirm its projected impact on the employment market 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn
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because projecting job creation through direct operations of a medical cannabis 

cultivation in a facility has no precedent since there are no such facilities operating in 

Georgia. 

● Aspire also explained how it identifies hires in Tier 1 and Tier 2 Counties that would 

create immediate jobs. Also, Aspire described its strategy for engaging companies 

and entrepreneurs to foster the economic growth that is fundamental to job creation.  

Each of these examples from Aspire’s Schedule E.1 submissions demonstrates that Aspire 

exceeded the requirements of Schedule E.1. Yet, the Evaluation Committee misapplied the 

RFP’s evaluation criteria by either not considering or not recognizing the information provided 

by Aspire. To correct this flawed scoring, Aspire’s Schedule E.1’s rating should be changed to 

“EXCELLENT” and its scoring for this evaluated item increased from 37.50 to 50 points. 

Aspire requires the unredacted Class 1 and Class 2 Application, Schedule E submitted by 

NATURES GA, Botanical Sciences’, and all other Class 1 and Class 2 Apparent Successful 

Applicants, as well as the associated unredacted score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds. 

 

C. GMCC misapplied the RFP’s evaluation criteria to score Aspire’s Schedule E.2 resulting in a 

lower score than merited 

 

The Evaluation Committee improperly reviewed Aspire’s Schedule E.2 submissions included in 

its Class 1 and Class 2 applications. In its review, the Evaluation Committee ignored or 

irrationally discounted specific statements and documents that comprised Aspire’s response to 

the RFP’s Diversity Plan requirements. Those requirements are found in Schedule E.2 of the 

RFP: 

E2 - DIVERSITY PLAN 

(a) Describe the applicant’s Diversity Plan that promotes and 

ensures the involvement of diverse participants and diverse groups in 

management, hiring, employment, and contracting opportunities. 

Diverse participants include individuals from diverse racial, ethnic, 

and cultural backgrounds and communities; women; veterans; and 

individuals with disabilities. (b) Describe the applicant’s plan to 

maintain the involvement of diverse participants and groups 

(Exhibit 27, Application Questionnaire Class 1 & Class 2 - Schedule E, Section 2 "Diversity 

Plan"). 

Schedule E.2 has a point value of up to 75 points. GMCC rated Aspire’s Schedule E.2 

submissions on its Class 1 and Class 2 applications as “GOOD” and awarded Aspire 56.25 

points. This is another instance where the Evaluation Committee misapplied the RFP’s 

evaluation criteria and ignored the plain contents of Aspire’s submissions. Aspire fully met the 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M3bEr6pJZjvHtibyggl9xsNETvv0zRTJ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MFM-JuRZ9gsc2CNmM6irGUMvpj9aF4sj/view
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Schedule E.2 requirements and exceeded several of them, which merits a rating of 

“EXCELLENT” and a score of 75 points.  

To justify its rating of “GOOD” the Evaluation Committee noted: “There is no report on the 

specifics regarding which institutions are being considered and if any outreach/relationships have 

begun to be established.” (See Exhibit 28, Schedule E Score Sheet). Yet, Aspire did in fact report the 

institutions being considered. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule 

E, pg 8, 17-21, 28, and Addenda 3 and 4). Further, Aspire’s application evidenced its outreach and 

relationships through formal letters of support from the Medical College of Georgia, and Mercer 

University’s College of Pharmacy – all well-respected and diverse academic institutions that 

Aspire will collaborate with for hiring, training, and research. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 

Production License Applications, Schedule E, Addendum E3).  

 

Aspire’s applications also included the following reports on the specifics regarding the 

outreach/relationships that it has established: 

 

● Aspire reported the creation of an investment fund, Aspire Living Labs, 

with two different social impact investment funds (Zane Ventures and 

World Within Labs), which are owned and led by minorities. The 

purpose of the fund is to focus on investments in emerging companies 

with diverse leadership with a particular focus on healthcare, 

agriculture, and technology. By helping diverse entrepreneurs develop 

their own businesses Aspire is outreaching to ensure that Georgia’s 

medical cannabis industry is as racially equitable as possible from the 

very beginning. 

 

● Aspire identified the names of the 11 minority, women, agricultural, 

and veteran non-profits that it supports financially. Aspire also 

explained that its Chief People Officer will be responsible for 

establishing recruiting/hiring partnerships with them. 

 

● Aspire identified the 18 non-profit organizations that it supports financially and 

that are dedicated to advancing the quality of life and research for individuals 

suffering from qualifying conditions under the medical cannabis laws in Georgia 

that it supports financially. Aspire also explained that it will create a foundation to 

continue supporting those groups from an education, outreach, and financial 

perspective. 
 

● Aspire also detailed its intent to create the Georgia Medical Cannabis Impact 

Coalition (GMCIC), an organization that brings a network together, including 

Aspire’s supporting academic institutions, its investment fund partners, industry 

peers, businesses that will participate in the medical cannabis supply chain, and 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pTWEy9XriFhs8WCiN0QPAcQA-dO2Fs4q?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pTWEy9XriFhs8WCiN0QPAcQA-dO2Fs4q?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
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non-profits supported by Aspire. (Exhibit 26, Aspire Class 1 and Class 2 

Applications - Redacted, Schedule E, pp. 29-31).  

 

Aspire’s Diversity Plan fully meets all requirements of Schedule E.2. It clearly describes how 

Aspire will promote, ensure, and maintain the involvement of diverse participants and diverse 

groups in management, hiring, employment, and contracting opportunities through its Goals 

(Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule E, pg 9-14), proven 

management capabilities (Id. at pp 6-8), and strategic approach with partners that Aspire already 

supports (Id. at p. 8).  

 

Aspire’s Diversity Plan exceeds several Schedule E.2 requirements by demonstrating Aspire’s 

commitment to diversity through its actions: 

 

● Achieved 58% participation by minorities / 43% participation by women in Aspire’s 

current management and staff, demonstrating our efforts to exceed 60% participation 

by minorities / 50% participation by women in the supply chain (Id. at p. 5) 

 

●  Achieved 67% participation by minorities / 28% participation by women (Id. at p. 5) 

in Aspire’s current vendor commitments, demonstrating the ability to far exceed the 

Application’s requirement of 20% (Exhibit 27, Application Questionnaire Class 1 & Class 

2 - Schedule E, Section 3) participation by MBEs (as defined in O.C.G.A. § 50-5-131)  

 

● Executed 28 signed letters of intent to contract with diverse vendors/suppliers to 
substantiate claim above (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, 

Schedule E, Addendum E2) 
 

● Procured MBEs for 3 of the most mission critical aspects of Aspire’s operations 

(staffing, security, and cultivation) and designed an ownership structure to bring those 

3 MBEs into the ownership of Aspire so that they are not only receiving fees for 

services annually, but also participating in the company’s profits. (Exhibit 26, Aspire 

Class 1 and Class 2 Applications - Redacted, Schedule E, pp. 15, 18-19) 

 

● Passed a Board-level resolution to commit the greater of: (a) $500,000 in funding per 

year, or (b) 5% of net profits to a “Fund” each year, for five years in partnership with 

two minority-owned, social-impact-investment funds to invest in and mentor 

emerging companies with diverse leadership with a particular focus on the healthcare, 

agriculture and technology sectors. The resolution passed also requires the General 

Partner of the Fund to meet the definition of a minority business enterprise as defined 

in O.C.G.A 50-15-131. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, 

Schedule E, pg 15, 28-29). 

  

Aspire’s response not only fully meets all requirements of the RFP but exceeds several of them. 

Its rating should be “EXCELLENT”, and its score for Schedule E.2 should be 75 points.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M3bEr6pJZjvHtibyggl9xsNETvv0zRTJ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MFM-JuRZ9gsc2CNmM6irGUMvpj9aF4sj/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MFM-JuRZ9gsc2CNmM6irGUMvpj9aF4sj/view
https://law.justia.com/codes/georgia/2010/title-50/chapter-5/article-3/part-4/50-5-131/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
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Aspire requires the unredacted Class 1 and Class 2 Applications, Schedule E submitted by 

NATURES GA, Botanical Sciences, and all other Class 1 and Class 2 Apparent Successful 

Applicants, as well as the associated unredacted score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds and 

to help confirm the individuals and entities that directly or indirectly control the Class 1 and Class 

2 Applicants. 

 

 

D. GMCC misapplied the RFP’s evaluation criteria to score Aspire’s Schedule F.1 resulting in a 

lower score than merited. 

 

Schedule F.1 required applicants to provide letters of support from local government entities and 

to disclose all financial arrangements they had with local governmental entities.  

 

(a) Provide letters of support from one or more local governmental entities 

where the production facility and primary dispensary facility will be 

located. (b) All financial arrangements to exchange something of value 

now or in the future, whether written or oral, with local governmental 

entities shall be disclosed in writing to the Commission. 

  

Aspire fully met and exceeded these requirements by providing letters from 7 government 

entities, 5 development authorities, 2 higher education institutions, 1 rural health association, 1 

women's agricultural association, 1 Georgia pharmaceutical company, and 1 Georgia bio-tech 

organization – all from the community in which Aspire’s proposed production facility and 

primary dispensary would be located. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License 

Applications, Schedule F, Addendum F1a).  Aspire also disclosed all current financial arrangements 

with local government entities, including: a Memorandum of Option and an Option Agreement 

For Purchase of Real Estate (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, 

Schedule F, Addendum F1b) giving Aspire the option to purchase their facility site.  

 

Nonetheless, Aspire only received a rating of “GOOD” rather than “EXCELLENT”. To justify 

this score, the evaluator noted that “Letters of support were provided, and were from various 

entities. Some letters expressed an interest in partnership with Aspire Medical Partners, and 

sponsor educational programs were mentioned in their cover letter, but lacked detail.” (Exhibit 30, 

Schedule F Score Sheet). The RFP required applicants to “provide letters of support from one or 

more local government entities”.  

 

The RFP contained no stated evaluation criteria describing the required content of the support 

letters. Providing letters of support from a single local government entity meets the requirement. 

The fact that Aspire provided letters from its supporting academic, research, and industry 

partners in addition to the letters of 7 different government entities far exceeds the requirement.  

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1pTWEy9XriFhs8WCiN0QPAcQA-dO2Fs4q
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The evaluator discounted Aspire’s letters of support by ignoring the quality of its supporting 

academic, research, and industry partners. Aspire’s supporting academic, research, and industry 

partners are some of the most trusted and well-respected in the State: the largest public health 

university, the largest pharmaceutical college, the largest pharmaceutical company, and a 

premier biotech industry organization. The evaluator also disregarded Aspire’s inclusion of 

letters of support from jurisdictions beyond those in which its facility is located, which 

demonstrate Aspire’s efforts to build relationships throughout that region of Georgia. Lastly, the 

evaluator ignored Aspire’s letters of support from the Georgia Rural Health Association and 

Georgia Women In Agriculture Association that demonstrate its intent to collaborate with 

institutions who advocate for and advance access to healthcare, education, and economic 

opportunities for rural and agricultural regions of Georgia.  

 

The evaluator’s comment that the letters of support “lacked detail” begs the question, “What 

detail was required?” According to the RFP, the requirement is fully met by simply providing the 

letters of support from one governmental entity. A review of the actual letters of support 

provided by Aspire show more than sufficient level of detail to evidence the level and nature of 

support that Aspire can expect from these organizations. Aspire exceeded the requirements of 

Schedule F.1 

 

The evaluator also erroneously noted that “[f]financial arrangements were not directly 

addressed.” (Exhibit 30, Schedule F Score Sheet). It is important to note that the RFP only requires 

disclosure of financial arrangements that exist. If an applicant has no financial arrangements with 

local government officials, then it has nothing to disclose and is fully compliant. Aspire 

disclosed the only financial arrangement that was responsive to Schedule F.1 -- a Memorandum 

of Option and an Option Agreement For Purchase of Real Estate.  (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 

Production License Applications, Schedule F, Addendum F1b). That arrangement gives Aspire the 

option to purchase its facility site. By providing the actual documents that memorialize the one 

financial arrangement that Aspire had, it exceeded the RFP’s requirements to disclose the 

arrangement to the GMCC in writing. There is not a more direct way to address this financial 

arrangement than to provide the underlying documents that constitute the arrangement.  

 

The RFP did not provide for any additional grading criteria for the disclosure of such financial 

arrangements. The rating of “GOOD” is only rational if there are undisclosed evaluation criteria 

that the evaluator used, in which case, the scoring is defective and must be corrected. Without 

the existence of undisclosed evaluation criteria, this RFP requirement is met by either disclosing 

that the applicant has no financial arrangements with local government entities or by disclosing 

any relevant financial arrangements in writing. Aspire not only disclosed its one financial 

arrangement with Warren County. It also provided the documents evidencing the arrangement – 

again exceeding the RFP’s requirement. Therefore, Aspire’s Schedule F.1 response merits a 

rating of “EXCELLENT”.  

Aspire requires the unredacted Class 1 and Class 2 Application, Schedule F submitted by 

NATURES GA, Botanical Sciences, and all other Class 1 and Class 2 Apparent Successful 

Applicants, as well as the associated unredacted score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1pTWEy9XriFhs8WCiN0QPAcQA-dO2Fs4q
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
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E. GMCC misapplied the RFP’s evaluation criteria to score Aspire’s Schedule F.2 resulting in a 

lower score than merited 

 

Schedule F.2 required applicants to provide evidence of their collaboration with local government 

entities in the area in which they located their production facility. The operational definition of 

“government entities” was expansive: 

 

F2 - LOCAL GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT a. Provide evidence of 

collaboration with local government entities in the city, county, or region 

where the production facility is located, including: partnership or 

collaboration with a City, County, Police, Sheriff, Fire, EMS, Economic 

Development, Regional Commission, Public Health Department(s), 

Development Authority, Georgia Public University, a Georgia Technical 

College, Historically Black College or University, a Georgia Institute of 

Higher Education, or a Georgia Based Hospital System. Documentation 

should include a detailed description of the partnership and name of the 

partner(s), including contact information, and provide supporting letters and 

documentation. 

 

The RFP did not distinguish among the types of government entities. Ostensibly, collaborating 

with the Regional Commission would receive equal value as collaborating with a Historically 

Black College or University. Applicants were asked to include a detailed description of the 

partnership. 

 

Aspire received a rating of “ADEQUATE”, but Aspire’s Schedule F.2 response fully meets and 

exceeds the requirements by providing evidence of its collaborations with the City, County, and 

Region where its facility would be located. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License 

Applications, Schedule F, Addendum F2). The Aspire provided evidence of its partnerships showing 

that it exceeded requirements as shown by below: 

 

1. City: City of Warrenton, Warrenton Police 

 

2. County: Warren County Board of Commissioners, Warren County Planning 

Department, Warren County Sheriff, Warren County Emergency Services (Fire 

and EMS), Warren County Development Authority, Memorandum of Option 

between Aspire and Warren County, Option Agreement between Aspire and 

Warren County 
 

3. Region: Letters of support from: Development Authority of Jefferson County, 

Thomson McDuffie Development Authority, Development Authority of 

Taliaferro County, Wilkes County Payroll Development Authority 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
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4. Evidence of collaboration via multiple letters of support from Georgia Institutes 

of Higher Education, including one Georgia Public University: Medical College 

of Georgia at Augusta University, Mercer University’s College of Pharmacy, and 

Atlanta Technical College (Exhibit 20, Atlanta Technical College Memorandum 

of Understanding) 

 

5. Evidence of collaboration with the Georgia Rural Health Association 

 

6. Evidence of collaboration with a diverse agricultural group, the Georgia Chapter 

of the National Women in Agriculture Association 

 

7. Evidence of collaboration with Georgia Bio 

 

8. A letter of response from Georgia Power identifying the ability to access power to 

the site 

The evaluator commented that the letter from Georgia Power “noted that a project period for this 

site was 12-18 months.” (Exhibit 30, Schedule F Score Sheet). The evaluator’s comment reflects an 

erroneous and unreasonable reading of the plain language of the letter from Georgia Power. The 

Georgia Power letter makes clear that it currently provides power to the proposed site location 

and offers projections on potential solutions to future power demands in the area. The evaluator’s 

comment indicates a belief that Georgia Power would have to undertake new construction that 

will take 12-18 months before it can provide power to the site. The plain language of the Georgia 

Power letter dispenses with that misreading. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License 

Applications, Schedule F, Addendum F1a) 

The above scoring defects merit correction by changing Aspire’s Schedule F.2 rating to 

“EXCELLENT.” 

A lingering issue remains: did the evaluator question whether the sites proposed by all other 

applicants had power currently available? If not, then the evaluator engaged in disparate 

treatment of applicants to the prejudice of Aspire. These facts warrant Aspire gaining access to 

the unredacted applications of the Class 1 and Class 2 applicants as well as the score sheets to 

meaningfully pursue its protest. 

Aspire requires the unredacted Class 1 and Class 2 Application, Schedule F submitted by 

NATURES GA, Botanical Sciences, and all other Class 1 and Class 2 Apparent Successful 

Applicants, as well as the unredacted associated score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds. 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1pTWEy9XriFhs8WCiN0QPAcQA-dO2Fs4q
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
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F. When evaluating Aspire’s Schedule I.1 – Plan to Ensure No Pesticides Are Used, GMCC used 

undisclosed evaluation criteria, which materially prejudiced Aspire’s chance for award. 

 

As part of their response to Schedule I.1 – Plan to Ensure No Pesticides Are Used, the RFP 

applicants were required to: 

 

Describe applicant’s plan to ensure that no pesticides are used at any 

point in the production process other than those certified by the Organic 

Materials Review Institute or another similar standards organization. 

For organic pesticides, provide a plan for employee training, quality 

control, and pesticide storage. 

 

(See Exhibit 31, Application Questionnaire Class 1 & Class 2 - Schedule I, Section 1 "Plan to Ensure No 

Pesticides are Used"). 

 

Schedule I.1 did not require that, as part of their plan regarding pesticides, applicants address any 

of the following issues: 

 

1. Whether clothes would be given to employees on arrival or if employees 

took clothes home; 

2. Whether sterile Tyvek suits had pockets; 

3. The frequency of “scouting” for crops 

4. Visitor protocols 
 

Nonetheless, the evaluator scoring Aspire’s Schedule I.1 submission in its Class 1 and Class 2 

Applications included comments about these topics to justify rating Aspire as only 

“ADEQUATE” and scoring Aspire with 12.50 out of 25 points for that evaluation factor. (See 

Exhibit 32, Schedule I Score Sheet). Downgrading Aspire by using undisclosed evaluation factors 

violates a basic tenet of public procurement law as described earlier. What is more egregious, 

however, is that the answers to many of the evaluator’s queries and stated concerns were 

contained in Aspire’s Schedule I.1 submission. Below are examples: 

 

Aspire directly addressed the issue of employee clothing and dressing on pages 5-6 of its 

Schedule I.1 submissions, under the heading “Cultural Controls”. 

 

we will require that all staff change into sterile clothing and dedicated 

footwear before entering the production areas. 

 

(See Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule I, pg 5-6).  

This section provides that staff will also be required to wear special clothing before entering a 

cultivation area and to remove the items on exiting.  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FOU4zfHOpE_BHKvCpocLw0rfb12fqfEs/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FOU4zfHOpE_BHKvCpocLw0rfb12fqfEs/view
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16j_OnvdIADO8BiR1HqLx9FmzSbieakA6
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
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The evaluator also questioned Aspire’s submission regarding laundry: will employees “dress in 

uniform at home or do you launder and keep at the facility?” (See Exhibit 32, Schedule I Score 

Sheet).  This is yet another undisclosed evaluation criterion and one that is immaterial to the use 

of pesticides or an employee training program regarding organic pesticides. 

 

On the scoring sheet for Aspire’s Class 1 and Class 2 applications Schedule I.1, the evaluator 

noted a question as to whether the Tyvek suits will have pockets. The absence or presence of 

pockets has no impact on the practices used to ensure compliant pesticide use. Pockets are 

relevant when examining measures addressing anti-pilferage procedures, diversion, and security 

protocols. However, Aspire’s applications addressed those issues in the appropriate sections. 

 

All cultivation, processing and manufacturing activities will occur 

indoors and within view of surveillance cameras. In production areas, 

we will require staff to wear pocketless Tyvek coveralls or similar 

garments to prevent concealment of cannabis or low-THC oil in 

pockets. 

 

(See Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule I, pg 35) 

 

To limit vectors for contamination of products during packaging 

activities, all employees will wear appropriate PPE, including nitrile 

gloves, hair nets, beard nets (if applicable), pocketless Tyvek or 

similar coverall and any other necessary sterile clothing before 

undertaking such activities. 

 

(See Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule G, pg 105) 

 

Aspire directly addressed the issue of scouting frequency on page 4 of its Schedule I.1 

submissions. 

 

Trained scouting personnel with 10-p hand lens, shake paper, cameras 

and collection kits shall visually inspect all crop and cultivation areas 

on a daily basis. 

 
(See Exhibit 36, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule I, pg 4) 

 

Similarly, the evaluator’s comments show that other information provided in Aspire’s applications 

was missed or overlooked resulting in an improper score. The evaluator inquired, “what are the 

inspection protocols” (See Exhibit 32, Schedule I Score Sheet). Aspire’s application addressed 

inspection protocols by stating that its Director of Cultivation will conduct “monthly inspections” 

(on a staggered schedule) or after any pest response incident, and that trained personnel will 

conduct “daily inspections” using 10-p hand lens, shake paper, cameras, and inspection kits. 

Additionally, Aspire cited and provided a Plant Pathogen Field Guide and Plant Insect Field Guide, 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16j_OnvdIADO8BiR1HqLx9FmzSbieakA6
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which include images, descriptions, and control measures Aspire will use for pests and pathogens 

that show precisely Aspire’s inspection protocols. (See Exhibit 36, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production 

License Applications, Schedule I, pg 4 and 9).  

 

The evaluator also sought more “Details on employee training” (See Exhibit 32, Schedule I Score 

Sheet). Again, Aspire provided detailed information on its employee training and identified a series 

of employee training topics and Aspire’s application included its Standard Operating Procedures 

(“SOP”) which SOPs specifically address training on a variety of topics. (See Exhibit 26, ASPIRE 
Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule I, pg 2, 3, 8, 9, 16, 19, 37-38, 39-41, 43-45, 48, and 

SOPs in Addendum I3). The detail provided by Aspire on its employee training fully met and 

exceeded the RFP’s requirements. 

 

Finally, the scorer criticizes the application for “missing info on whether you have visitor protocol 

to prevent pests?” (Exhibit 32, Schedule I Score Sheet). The evaluation criteria for Schedule I.1 

requires a plan to ensure that “no pesticides are used at any point in the production process” and 

that “For organic pesticides” an applicant provides a plan for pesticide storage, quality control, 

and employee training. A visitor protocol to prevent pests is not requested nor is it reasonably 

inferred from the stated evaluation criteria. Providing security measures for visitors is beyond the 

scope of the evaluated factor and it is beyond the scope of this section.   

 

Interestingly, the evaluator’s comments suggest an issue with Aspire’s application due to the 

similarity of the language found in the Aspire SOPs with language contained in other applicants’ 

SOPs. Semantic originality was not an evaluation criterion included in the RFP. Use of similar 

language by operators in the same industry is not surprising. Moreover, the focus of the evaluation 

process is to determine how well the application satisfies the requirements. Aspire’s Schedule I.1 

submission more than satisfies the requirements and merits a ranking of “EXCELLENT” with full 

credit of the possible 25 points. 

 

The use of undisclosed evaluation criteria combined with the failure to carefully read and consider 

Aspire’s application submissions for Schedule I.1 render the rating of “ADEQUATE” irrational, 

unreasonable and arbitrary and requires correction. 

 

Aspire requires the unredacted Class 1 and Class 2 Application, Schedule I submitted by 

NATURES GA, Botanical Sciences, and all other Class 1 and Class 2 Apparent Successful 

Applicants, as well as the associated unredacted score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds. 

 

 

G. When evaluating Aspire’s Schedule I.4 – Transportation Plan, GMCC used undisclosed 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
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evaluation criteria, which materially prejudiced Aspire’s chance for award. 

 

Schedule I.4 required applicants to provide their plan for securely transporting products. 

 

Detail specific security measures to ensure secure transportation, 

transportation staffing and personnel training, and tracking of delivered 

products for any regulated or unregulated intra-facility transportation. 

 

(See Exhibit 31, Application Questionnaire Class 1 & Class 2 - Schedule I).   

 

Aspire’s Schedule I.4 submission received a rating of “ADEQUATE” and only 25 out of 50 

possible points were granted. The comments provided by the evaluator reveal the application of 

undisclosed evaluation criteria to the scoring of Aspire’s Schedule I.4 submissions. Specifically, 

the comments mention the following factors considered in scoring that were not disclosed to 

applicants: 

 

1. The use of random routes 

2. Post-delivery protocols 

3. Tamper seals on storage containers 

 

 (Exhibit 32, Schedule I Score Sheet). 

 

None of the above issues is part of the stated evaluation criteria. The only acceptable manner by 

which an evaluator may account for an issue not specifically included in the RFP’s evaluation 

rubric is perhaps by crediting an applicant with exceeding requirements. But an evaluator cannot 

downgrade or punish an applicant for submitting an application that responds to the RFP’s 

requirements, merely because the evaluator would like to have seen information that was not 

requested. 

 

(i) “Random Routes” 
 

The evaluator wondered if Aspire would use “random routes”. Despite the fact that the use of 

random routes is not an item that the RFP required Aspire to address, Aspire’s applications did 

address that concern. On page 64 of Aspire’s Schedule I.4 submission, Aspire explained that its 

Director of Inventory and Quality Control will logically configure the daily transportation routes 

in advance by using efficient routing software. The Director configures the routes each day using 

task-specific software, which will naturally and automatically change routes with a consideration 
for numerous factors, including security. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License 

Applications, Schedule I, pg 64). That the specific requirement of “randomness” was not included in 

the evaluation criteria is significant. When planning any transport operations, the reality is that 

route options are limited by certain practicalities – trucks need to follow roads and the 

manufacturing facility will always be the starting point for deliveries of finished product and 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FOU4zfHOpE_BHKvCpocLw0rfb12fqfEs/view
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typically facilities will have limited numbers of vehicle egress points. Ensuring secure 

transportation requires a comprehensive consideration of many interrelated factors. 

 

(ii) “Post-delivery Protocols” 
 

The evaluator also noted that Aspire’s Schedule I.4 submission was “missing details on if you have 

post-delivery protocols.”  (Exhibit 32, Schedule I Score Sheet).  Post-delivery protocols are not 

required by the RFP’s requirements. Nor is the phrase “post-delivery protocol” used or defined in 

the RFP. To evaluate Aspire’s Schedule I.4 submissions by applying an undisclosed evaluation 

criterion violates basic Georgia procurement law. How is Aspire or any applicant to know how 

this evaluator understands or conceives of “post-delivery protocols”? Despite not being required 

by the RFP to address post-delivery protocols, Aspire did so anyway. On pages 72 and 73 of its 

Schedule I.4 submissions, under the heading “The Delivery Phase”, Aspire provides details for 

how it will ensure secure transportation to and through the point of destination. Aspire addresses 

how it executes delivery, review of and acceptance of the manifest, uploading the product, 

finalizing documentation of the custody transfer, updating its internal software system, and 

rejection of shipments. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule I, pg 

72-73). 

 

(iii) “Tamper Seals on Storage Containers” 
 

The evaluator questioned whether Aspire will employ “tamper seals on storage containers''. (Exhibit 

32, Schedule I Score Sheet). The RFP did not require that tamper seals be used on storage containers. 

Instead, Schedule I.4 requires that the applicant detail what it will do to ensure secure 

transportation. In setting forth its security measures, Aspire included details about how it prevents 

tampering with vehicles.   

 

All exterior doors to the vehicle will be equipped with high security 

lock cylinders to prevent lock-picking. Inside, each transport vehicle 

will feature a locking cargo area to be used for the sanitary and secure 

transport of low-THC oil.  

 

(Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule I, pg 62) 

 

The locking cargo area feature completely obviates the need for a tamper-proof product storage 

container since the product is stored in a specially designed secure area of the vehicle. Moreover, 

Aspire’s use of video surveillance of the vehicles provides further deterrence from tampering: 

 

Each vehicle will be equipped with high-definition cameras that will 

constantly be recording activity around and inside the vehicle.  

 

(Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule I, pg 72) 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16j_OnvdIADO8BiR1HqLx9FmzSbieakA6
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The tamper seal concern used by the evaluator to rate Aspire lower and award it fewer points again 

reveals the use of undisclosed evaluation criteria and the failure to consider the complete 

application.  

 

(iv) “Chain of Custody” 
 

The evaluator noted that Aspire was “missing chain of custody details on intra-facility movement.” 

The term “chain of custody” does not appear in the RFP’s Schedule I.4 requirement. Yet, the 

evaluator is mistaken to conclude that Aspire did not address chain of custody concerns in its 

applications. Aspire did address these concerns in the sections entitled “Tracking of Delivered 

Products” and “Security Features and Protocols” and “Storage” found on pages 70, 59, and 46, 

respectively. (Exhibit 26, ASPIRE Class 1 and 2 Production License Applications, Schedule I, pg 46, 49, 70). 

Accordingly, the evaluator’s rating and scoring requires correction. 

 

Aspire requires the unredacted Class 1 and Class 2 Application, Schedule F submitted by 

NATURES GA, Botanical Sciences, and all other Class 1 and Class 2 Apparent Successful 

Applicants, as well as the associated unredacted score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds. 

 

4. GMCC misapplied the RFP’s evaluation criteria, and utilized undisclosed criteria, to 

score NATURES GA’s Class 2 production license application and materially prejudiced 

Aspire’s potential for award. 

 

A. NATURES GA should have received a lower score on Schedule D.1 than did Aspire since it 

did not demonstrate the management experience to cultivate sufficient production volumes. 

NATURES GA has not demonstrated the past performance or management experience required 

to produce and process their pro-rata share of the medical cannabis needed to supply Georgia’s 

patients.  With a 50,000 square foot cultivation area, NATURES GA will have 12.5% of the 

State’s combined 400,000 square feet of licensed cultivation area.  NATURES GA’s market 

projection suggests that Georgia’s demand for low-THC oil will be based on 2% - 4% of 

population (See, Exhibit 13, NATURES GA Class 2 Production License Applications, Schedule E, PDF-page 

221).  Georgia’s demand could easily grow to 3% to 4% of the population (336,000 to 448,000 in 

2024 according to the Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget.   

NATURES GA’s Class 2 application discloses that it has only operated a cultivation facility with 

an annual output of 19,000 pounds of raw cannabis flower (7.7 grams per square foot of table 

space) from 200,000 square feet of greenhouse cultivation space and 10,000 of indoor cultivation 

space. (See, Exhibit 13, NATURES GA Class 2 Production License Applications, Schedule D, PDF-page 

130).  However, at 3% to 4% of the projected 2024 population, the State’s demand could require 

production of 190,000 to 253,000 pounds annually (0.75 oz of plant material / patient / month) or 

9,488,600 grams to 12,634,820 grams of oil (454 grams in 1 pound * 11% conversion factor 

from grams of flour to grams of oil after extraction and processing).  At those production 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c_YzdBoCk3WulIWV9df9HoK9Sr2NcFqn?usp=sharing
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numbers, 19,000 pounds of flour could only yield 948,860 grams of oil, or 10% to 7.5% of the 

total projected state-wide production needed at 3% to 4% of the projected 2024 population.  

While it is possible that NATURES GA could alter their facility and processes to keep pace with 

projected population growth and demand, its submitted applications do not currently show any 

extraction or processing space/equipment in their schematic design - indicating no capabilities to 

produce any low-THC oil. This failure alone reflects a lack of experience. To add oil production 

capacity to its proposed facility, NATURES GA must either reduce the square footage of its 

cultivation space to accommodate extraction/processing/lab space or build additional cultivation 

space. A reduction of area will limit NATURES GA’s capacity to cultivate the raw materials 

needed to meet demand.  Further, it is speculative to think that NATURES GA will be able to 

fund additional construction within the first two years of operations when it appears to have 

inadequate capital to build the proposed facility and launch operations. As a result, NATURES 

GA’s ability to react and scale to market demands is inadequate.  

While some cannabis cultivators are so skilled at production that they require less space to 

achieve similar yields to others, NATURES GA’s Director of Cultivation, Ernesto Becerril, does 

not appear to be one of them.  In addition, NATURES GA’s Director of Production who will 

oversee extraction, Humberto Gama, has only 0.25 years of experience (See, Exhibit _13 NATURES 

GA Class 2 Production License Applications, Schedule D, PDF-page 132).  

Estimating conservatively, a more efficient cultivator should be able to produce between 30,000 

lbs. and 50,000 lbs. per year with the same amount of space based on the math below. This is 

based on the following industry-standard cultivation underwriting metrics:  

● A 70% factor is typically applied to cultivation area square footage to 

estimate table space in cultivation underwriting to account for the 

circulation area needed to move around the tables, tend to the plans on 

them, etc 

● Yield of 30 grams of flower per square foot at 140,000 square feet of 

table space in the NATURES GA greenhouse (to compare -- Aspire’s 

operator produces between 35 and 40 grams of flower per square foot) 

divided by 454 grams in a pound equals 9,251 grams of flower (Exhibit 

33, TA Operating Production Figures) 

● Yield of 55 grams of flower per square foot at 7,000 square feet of table 

space in the NATURES GA indoor cultivation space (Aspire’s operator 

produces between 60 and 75 grams of flower per square foot) divided 

by 454 grams in a pound equals 848 pounds of flower (Exhibit 33, TA 

Operating Production Figures) 

● 3 harvests per year (many cultivators harvest up to 6 times per year) 

would result in three times the total greenhouse and indoor production, 

equaling 30,297 pounds of flower. 5 harvests per year would result in 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
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three times the total greenhouse and indoor production, equaling 

50,496 pounds of flower. (Exhibit 33, TA Operating Production Figures) 

 

Aspire requires the unredacted Class 2 Application, Schedule D submitted by NATURES GA, as 

well as the unredacted associated score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds. 

 

B. NATURES GA should receive a rating no higher than “ADEQUATE” for Schedule D.2. 

 

The Evaluation Committee scored NATURES GA’s Schedule D.2 submissions unreasonably high. 

NATURES GA submitted the documents required by the RFP; however, they did not submit any 

additional information or documentation. A rating of “ADEQUATE” is the appropriate score when 

a “Proposal adequately meets the minimum requirements, specifications, or provision of the 

specific item, and is generally capable of meeting the state’s needs for specific criteria.” (Exhibit 6, 

Scoring Guidelines for Mandatory Scored and Additional Requirements). Because NATURES GA 

provided nothing to exceed the RFP’s requirements for Schedule D.2, it does not merit a rating of 

“GOOD”. Accordingly, NATURES GA should receive no more than 22.5 points on its Schedule 

D.2. submissions.  

 

To support its protest, Aspire requires copies of the unredacted scores for NATURES GA’s Class 

2 application Schedule D as well as the unredacted applications themselves. 

 

C. NATURES GA should have received a lower score on Schedule D.3 than did Aspire since it 

provided conflicting and contradictory information. 

NATURES GA’s applications include contradictory statements regarding the ownership 

structure of the company.  Each applicant for a Class 2 Low-THC Oil Production License “is 

responsible for submitting a true and correct record of the company structure including 

ownership percentages.” (See, Exhibit 12, Class 1 and Class 2 Production License Competitive 

Application Request for Proposal Responses to Questions Submitted by December 7, 2020 Deadline, 

Answer 162, p. 32). NATURES GA submitted the following conflicting information in response 
to this requirement: (a) Jigar Patel (CEO) own forty-nine percent (49%) of applicant (See Exhibit 

13, NATURES GA Class 2 Production License Applications, Schedule D, PDF-page 129); (b) Jigar Patel 

owns fifty percent (50%) of applicant (see Exhibit 13, NATURES GA Class 2 Production License 

Applications, Schedule E, PDF-page 177); (c) Monal Patel (Director of Operations) owns fifty 

percent (50%) of applicant (Id.), and; (d) Jigar Patel is sole owner of applicant (see Exhibit 13, 

NATURES GA Class 2 Production License Applications, Schedule E, PDF-page 224).  Obviously, all the 

foregoing statements cannot simultaneously be true.   

For NATURES GA to receive the same score on Schedule D.1 as Aspire is irrational and 

unreasonable. Aspire bases these assertions on access to only a redacted version of NATURES 

GA’s applications and no access to the NATURES GA’s scores.  
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Accordingly, Aspire requires the unredacted Class 2 Application, Schedule D submitted by 

NATURES GA, as well as the unredacted score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds. 

D. The rating NATURES GA received on Schedule E.1 is irrational and unreasonable. 

As discussed previously, the RFP’s Schedule E.1 requires the applicant to describe its efforts to 

create jobs or locate facilities in Tier 1 or Tier 2 counties. NATURES GA’s submissions in 

response to Schedule E.1 does not describe its own efforts but instead the efforts of the Laurens 

County Development Authority. NATURES GA included a “number of education and workforce 

development opportunities” as well as “educational systems and institutions” that are “highly 

supportive of economic development and efforts supporting the creation of new job 

opportunities”. However, NATURES GA is relying on the pre-existing efforts undertaken by the 

Lauren County Development Authority and not describing its own efforts. 

NATURES GA’s responses to the Schedule E.1 requirements are arguably not responsive. But 

certainly, they do not merit a rating higher than Aspire received because the responses 

“…minimally address the requirements, [and] one or more major considerations of the 

component are not addressed, or [the responses are] so limited that it results in a low degree of 

confidence in the applicant’s response or proposed solution.” (Exhibit 6, Scoring Guidelines for 

Mandatory Scored and Additional Requirements).  

In addition, NATURES GA’s Schedule E.1 response includes job creation numbers that are less 

reliable than those of Aspire. The unreliability in NATURES GA’s job creation numbers results 

from its lack of experience operating an indoor facility larger than 10,000 square feet. And as 

indicated by NATURE GA’s deficient facility design of a 47,048 square foot facility, its owners 

and managers are unaware of the components and staffing necessary to produce large volumes of 

low-THC oil.  

 

Given the relative total scores, Aspire requires copies of NATURE GA’s unredacted score sheets 

and its unredacted Class 2 Application Schedule D to substantiate its protest grounds. 

E. The rating NATURES GA received on Schedule E.2 is irrational and unreasonable.   

As addressed above, Aspire challenges the scores it received on its proposed Schedule E.2 

Diversity Plan based on a misapplication of evaluation criteria.  To the extent the same 

undisclosed criteria was applied to NATURES GA’s application, NATURES GA appears to 

have received a higher rating and more points than merited.  

 

NATURES GA received a rating of “EXCELLENT” for its Schedule E.2 submission. However, 

NATURES GA’s response only adequately met the minimum requirements, specifications, or 

provisions of the specific criteria. As a result, NATURES GA should have received a rating of 

“GOOD”. Further, as compared to Aspire’s Schedule E.2 response, NATURES GA:  
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1. Committed to lower levels of participation by minorities (25%-40%) and women 

(5%) within their supply chain (Exhibit 13, NATURES GA Class 2 Production License 

Applications, Schedule E, PDF-page 175). 

 

2. Produced letters of intent to contract with fewer diverse vendors (3) compared to 

Aspire (28)  

 

3. Has a lower representation of diverse groups in its management and staff (51%)  
compared to Aspire (58% -- all minorities) (Exhibit 13, NATURES GA Class 2 

Production License Applications, Schedule D, PDF-page 154) 

 

4. Proposed creating and maintaining an incubator program in partnership with Fort 

Valley State University (“FVSU”). But NATURES GA produced no written 

agreement, contract, or Letter of Intent showing FVSU’s commitment or 
authorization to establish such partnership. (Exhibit 13, NATURES GA Class 2 
Production License Applications, Schedule E, PDF-page 176) 

 

Aspire’s proposed incubator partnership does not suffer from these same complications and 

weaknesses.  Accordingly, Aspire requests copies of the unredacted NATURES GA Class 2 

application and score sheets for Schedule E.2 to substantiate its grounds for protest. 

 

F. NATURES GA’s Schedule I.1 submission score should be lower than that of Aspire. 

 

A review of NATURES GA’s Schedule I.1 submission reveals reasons to seriously question the 

validity and reasonableness of the results reflected in the Class 2 NOIA.  The pesticide and pest 

control plan submitted: 1) allows employees to move directly from the outside into the greenhouse 

portion of the facility, and; 2) demonstrates an absence of procedures to check for and prevent 

brightly colored clothing from entering the facility. Such basic deficiencies, especially when 

compared to Aspire’s Schedule I.1 submission, indicate that NATURES GA’s application should 

receive a lower score than that of Aspire. 

 

Aspire requests the unredacted score sheets for NATURES GA Class 2 Application Schedule I 

submissions and NATURES GA’s unredacted applications to substantiate its protest grounds. 

 

G. NATURES GA’s reliance on partnerships with state universities are 

unsubstantiated and potentially unauthorized. 

 

Because NATURES GA’s Class 2 Application is the least redacted application of the Apparent 

Successful Applicants, Aspire has greater insight into the partnerships that NATURES GA relied 

on to meet the RFP requirements. NATURES GA relies heavily on its partnership with Fort Valley 

State University. NATURES GA claims that, together with FVSU, it will establish a Cannabis 

Business Incubator as part of its Schedule E.2 Diversity Plan. But NATURES GA did not provide 

any letter of support or any other documentation substantiating its claim that FVSU would or could 
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enter such a formal arrangement with NATURES GA. Nor did NATURES GA’s response to 

Schedule F.1 include any disclosure of any financial arrangement between itself and FVSU. Given 

that NATURES GA described the incubator partnership as one in which FVSU was to supply 

physical space, virtual access, mentors, and other services and that FVSU’s services and support 

would be provided at some cost to some member, it is reasonable to believe that some financial 

arrangement exists or should exist between NATURES GA and FVSU. 

 

As a member of the University of System of Georgia, FVSU’s1 power to enter certain formal 

contracts and partnerships is closely governed by the Board of Regents and potentially the Georgia 

Department of Administrative Services (“DOAS”).  

 

The University System of Georgia (USG) operates in a complex purchasing 

environment. It is governed by the laws of the State of Georgia, policies of the 

Board of Regents, regulations of the Georgia Department of Administrative 

Services (DOAS), regulations of the Georgia Technology Authority (GTA), 

and regulations of the Office of the State Treasurer. 

 

(See, University System of Georgia Business Procedures Manual, Chp. 3.0 Purchasing and 

Contracts, Introduction (Aug. 7, 2019)). 

 

At a minimum, before any applicant is deemed to meet a mandatory requirement or receive credit 

for meeting or exceeding any scored evaluation factor based on a relationship with  a member of 

the University System of Georgia, documentation should be produced establishing that the school 

is authorized to enter such an arrangement and has satisfied any necessary prerequisites  to do 

business with a private company. 

 

Accordingly, Aspire requests access to NATURES GA’s unredacted Class 2 Application Schedule 

E and Schedule F as well as their unredacted score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds. 

 

5. In addition to NATURES GA, Aspire notes that other Apparent Successful Applicants 

have proposed partnerships and relationships with Georgia public universities or 

HBCUs. 

Based on the score NATURES GA’s application received and taking into consideration 

NATURE GA’s touting of its relationship with FVSU, Aspire contends that other applicants who 

scored higher than Aspire may have claimed similar relationships that are also unsubstantiated 

and potentially unauthorized.  Further, such relationships could influence the strategy and 

operations of a business including those addressed in each of the application Schedules.  Based 

on the limited information to which Aspire has access from the heavily redacted applications, 

Trulieve, FFD Ga Holdings, LLC and Treevana Remedy, Inc. (Apparently Successful 

 
1 Fort Valley State University is a State University member of the University System of Georgia. 

(https://www.fvsu.edu/aboutfvsu) 

https://www.usg.edu/business_procedures_manual/
https://www.usg.edu/business_procedures_manual/
https://www.fvsu.edu/aboutfvsu
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Applicants) each relied on relationships/partnerships with schools that lack substantiating 

documentation.  

 

1. Trulieve – Claimed partnership with Georgia Public Universities and HBCU (Exhibit 35, 
TRULIEVE Class 1 Production License Applications, Schedule E, PDF-page 1,415 and 1,420) 

 

2. FFD GA Holdings, LLC – Claimed partnerships with Clark Atlanta University and 
Central Georgia Technical, College Cover Letter (Exhibit 36, FFD Class 2 Production License 
Applications, Schedule E, PDF-page 2) 

 

3. Treevana Remedy, Inc. – Claimed relationships FVSU, Clark Atlanta University, and 

undisclosed prominent Georgia universities and medical centers Letter (Exhibit 37, 
TREEVANA Class 2 Production License Applications, Schedule E, PDF-page 2) 
 

4. Botanical Sciences -- Claimed a partnership with Georgia Southern University (Exhibit 18, 

BOTANICAL Class 1 Production License Applications, Schedule F, PDF-page 67). 

 

Accordingly, Aspire requires unredacted copies of the Class 1 and Class 2 Applications Schedule 

F submitted by Trulieve, FFD GA Holdings, LLC, and Treevana and the corresponding 

unredacted score sheets to substantiate Aspire’s protest grounds. 

 

6. GMCC violated Georgia procurement law by applying different evaluation criteria when 

scoring the Class 2 Production License Applications of NATURES GA and Aspire, which 

materially prejudiced Aspire’s potential for award. 

 

A. GMCC applied inconsistent, irrational and arbitrary evaluation criteria when scoring Schedule 

D for NATURES GA and Aspire.  

 

Schedule D addressed an applicant’s ownership structure and was valued at a total of 100 points. 

Schedule D consisted of two (2) topics: Management Experience, worth 55 points, and Residency 

and Tax Filing Requirement, worth 55 points.  

 

Class 1 and Class 2 – Schedule D – Ownership Structure 

1. MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE (O.C.G.A. § 16-12-212 (b)(9) (10)).  

Provide an overview and supporting documentation of 

cannabis-specific and non-cannabis-specific management 

experience for the company. 

a. Relevant industry experience and strength of management team and 

board of directors. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v4Hh2zIBqdbtJRtnV0ZKG6KO2OcQGj6a/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dTlOw0gA0MWC_0-XSWsuP6S1TvgEfZG7/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dTlOw0gA0MWC_0-XSWsuP6S1TvgEfZG7/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NRv60Zr__uldXOVWSo3CxZ_GlQteo6j-/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OIkNRIR7Kj5sc2EErr0CztaksPj0XTTI/view
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GMCC scored both of Aspire’s Schedule D.1.a submissions for its Class 1 and Class 2 

applications as “EXCELLENT”, awarding Aspire 55 points. Aspire has not yet seen the scoring 

that NATURES GA received for its Schedule D.1 submissions.  However, a review of 

NATURE'S GA produced less evidence of its successful operation as a cultivator than did 

Aspire.  In fact, NATURES GA’s experience is primarily in the area of dispensary operation. 

(Exhibit 13, NATURES GA Class 2 Production License Applications, Schedule E, PDF-page 42-50). For this 

reason, NATURE GA’s Schedule D.1 should not have been rated as high as Aspire’s. 

Aspire requires unredacted copies of NATURES GA’s Class 2 Application, Schedule D and the 

corresponding score sheets to substantiate its protest grounds. 

B. GMCC applied inconsistent, irrational and arbitrary evaluation criteria when scoring Schedule 

I.1 for NATURES GA and Aspire.  

 

As discussed above, it appears that GMCC applied undisclosed evaluation criteria in its analysis 

of Aspire’s Schedule I.1 based on the questions and concerns that the evaluator noted about 

Aspire’s Schedule I.1 submissions in the comments on the Schedule I Scoresheet. While that action 

alone merits corrective action, the question must be asked: Was the evaluation criteria used, 

whether disclosed or not, considered in a consistent manner to rate and score applicants’ 

submissions?  If so, then rationality prevents NATURES GA’s Schedule I.1 submissions from 

receiving more favorable ratings than those of Aspire.  

 

Among the undisclosed evaluation criteria that the evaluator used when scoring Aspire were 

Inspections, Pockets, and Visitor Protocols (addressed above). Assuming that those topics were 

part of the RFP’s requirements, NATURES GA’s Schedule I.1 submission discusses each of these 

topics in far less detail than does Aspire’s. One example is NATURES GA’s limited discussion 

on visitor protocols, which features only one substantive procedure – mandatory sanitary showers 

for all entrants, including visitors, to its facility. Setting aside the questionable practicality of that 

proposal, NATURES GA’s design and floor plans do not accommodate this plan.  Had the 

evaluator reviewed all applications in a consistent manner, then NATURES GA should have 

received fewer points than Aspire on this evaluation factor. However, the total points awarded to 

NATURES GA indicate otherwise. 

 

Accordingly, Aspire requests the unredacted NATURES GA Class 2 Application Schedule I and 

the corresponding unredacted score sheets to substantiate its grounds for protest. 

 

By identifying multiple instances of procurement irregularities affecting the 

evaluation of several Apparent Successful Applicants’ applications as well as 

its own, Aspire has demonstrated its need for redacted information. 

 

The Cannabis Commission Post-Award Protest Procedure provides for a protester to access 

unredacted information to substantiate its ground for protest upon the protester’s allegation that it 

requires such information. (Section 2.3 – Confidentiality and Amendment, Post-Award Protest 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BaS6QAvZXg2-9gbSPmohxuTOuPNW39Dr/view
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Procedure). Through this protest, Aspire has not only alleged its requirement for the requested 

unredacted information, but also asserted substantial protest grounds for the recission of the Class 

1 and Class 2 NOIA and the re-evaluation of its own Applications and the Applications of 

NATURES GA and Botanical Sciences. Aspire was able to find and support its protest grounds 

with access to very limited information. The deficiencies that Aspire documented in this protest 

militates in favor of greater transparency into the Applications of the Apparent Successful 

Applicants and the scoring rubric used and the resulting score sheets of all Class 1 and Class 2 

Apparent Successful Applicants. 

Aspire’s protest reveals that both NATURES GA and Botanical Sciences benefitted from having 

their non-responsive applications passed through to evaluative scoring when their applications 

had fundamental and disqualifying defects. Somehow NATURES GA and Botanical Sciences 

secured a “Pass” rating on their Schedule B submissions despite such submissions failing to meet 

the elements of the RFP. The fact that these groups were rated and scored higher than Aspire 

calls into question the evaluation process more broadly. It stands to reason that if evaluators 

failed to identify defects that render two Apparent Successful Applicants non-responsive that 

those evaluators employed the same erroneous evaluation and scoring process on other 

applications. 

Moreover, Aspire’s review and protest reveals significant and potentially disqualifying aspects of 

three (3) other Apparent Successful Applicants – Trulieve, Treevana, and FFD GA Holdings, 

LLC. But Aspire needs to see the unredacted applications of all Apparent Successful Applicants 

and the unredacted versions of the evaluation sheets to substantiate its grounds for protest. 

 Errors were made during the evaluation process and points were potentially awarded based on 

unvalidated and potentially disqualifying information. Therefore, Aspire additionally requests 

from all Apparent Successful Applicants the following:  

a. Unredacted copies of Schedules A and C demonstrating who owns, funded, and controls 

each potential awardee to ensure that there is proper management in place, and that any 

assertions around ownership and financial status are valid and that the “Pass” ratings were 

legitimately earned.  

b. Unredacted copies of Schedule B to ensure that each floor plan complies with the State’s 

requirements.  

Aspire requires redacted and other withheld information to substantiate its protest 

grounds 

 

Throughout this protest document, Aspire has identified material ways in which GMCC 

improperly conducted its evaluation and scoring of the Class 1 and Class 2 Production License 

Applications by employing undisclosed evaluation criteria, applying inconsistent, irrational, or 

arbitrary interpretations of requirements, and failing to closely read or to understand the content 

of applications. While Aspire has been able to demonstrate how GMCC's procurement 

irregularities negatively affected the scoring of its Class 1 and Class 2 Production License 
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Applications while positively affecting NATURES GA’s application scores, the extensive 

redactions used on the applications of the other Class 1 and Class 2 Production Licenses Apparent 

Successful Applicants have hamstrung Aspire’s ability to discern the impact of GMCC’s 

procurement irregularities on the evaluation and scoring of those applications. 

 

Furthermore, GMCC has not produced the scoring breakdown for all technical proposal factors as 

it committed to do in its response to Question 40 in its Response to Questions Submitted by 

December 7, 2020. Knowing how GMCC scored the technical proposal factors in applications of 

the Apparent Successful Applicants is critical to assessing the validity of those scores and the 

process used to reach them. Accordingly, Aspire stands ready to conduct without delay the 

conference with counsel for the prospective licensees anticipated by Section 2.3. Confidentiality 

and Amendment of the Post-Award Protest Procedures. 

 

Documents Requested for Review 

 

Aspire has shown above that it requires unredacted information from the Apparent Successful 

Applicants’ applications and the associated evaluation sheets to further substantiate the grounds 

for its protest, and requests the below list of documents for review: 

 

1. The final scores sheets for each Class 1 Production License Applicant. 

2. Any draft score sheets for each Class 1 Production License Applicant. 

3. Any notes or written comments of any member of the Evaluation Committee regarding 

each Class 1 Production License Applicant or application. 

4. Any instructions, directions, or guidance provided to the Evaluation Committee for 

evaluating Class 1 Production License applications. 

5.  Unredacted applications for each Class 1 Production License Apparent Successful 

Applicant. 

6. Unredacted applications for each Class 1 Production License Apparent Unsuccessful 

Applicant. 

7. Any documents showing the rationale behind the evaluation or scoring of the Class 1 

Production License Applications of Botanical Sciences LLC, Trulieve GA, Inc., 

NATURES GA, and Aspire. 

8. The final score sheets for each Class 2 Production License Applicant. 

9. Any draft score sheets for each Class 2 Production License Applicant. 

10. Any notes or written comments of any member of the Evaluation Committee regarding 

each Class 2 Production License Applicant or application. 

11. Any instructions, directions, or guidance provided to the Evaluation Committee for 

evaluating Class 2 Production License applications. 

12. Any communications or correspondence between or among any Evaluation Committee 

member and any individual not a member of the Evaluation Committee. 

13. Unredacted applications for each Class 2 Production License Apparent Successful 

Applicant. 
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14. Unredacted applications for each Class 2 Production License Apparent Unsuccessful 

Applicant. 

15. Any documents showing the rationale behind the evaluation or scoring of the Class 2 

Production License Applications of NATURES GA, Aspire, and Treevana. 

 

Requested Relief Sought by Aspire 

 

Because GMCC's actions and omissions constitute violations of Georgia’s procurement laws and 

regulations and resulted in prejudice to Aspire thereby preventing Aspire from receiving an award 

of a Class 1 or Class 2 Production License, Aspire requests the following relief: 

 

1. Immediate recission of the NOIA Class 1 Production License to Botanical Sciences 

LLC 

2. Stay the procurement before making award of any contract pursuant to the current 

NOIA Class 1 Production License Apparent Successful Applicants; 

3. Conduct discussions as necessary to correct GMCC’s flawed evaluation of the Class 1 

Production License applications of Botanical Sciences, LLC, Trulieve GA, Inc., and 

Aspire; 

4. Conduct discussions as necessary to correct GMCC's flawed evaluations of all Class 1 

Production License applications; 

5. Conduct a re-evaluation and re-scoring of Aspire’s Class 1 Production application in 

accordance with the RFP’s stated evaluation criteria; 

6. Conduct a re-evaluation and re-scoring of the Class 1 Production applications of 

Botanical Sciences LLC, Trulieve GA, Inc. and NATURES GA LLC in accordance 

with the RFP’s stated evaluation criteria; 

7. Conduct re-evaluation and re-scoring of all Class 1 Production License Apparent 

Unsuccessful Applicants’ applications in accordance with the RFP’s stated evaluation 

criteria; 

8. As part of the re-evaluation and re-scoring of applications, conduct meaningful 

negotiations to ensure that GMCC properly interprets and understands the content of 

the applications and the risks and benefits presented by each applicant; 

9. Issue a new Notice of Intent to Award Class 1 Production Licenses following 

completion of those re-evaluations and re-scoring of the applications and negotiations; 

or alternatively 

10. Rescind the NOIA Class 1 Production Licenses in its entirety so that the GMCC can 

conduct the procurement of the Class 1 Production Licenses free of procurement 

irregularities, improper scoring, and reliance on undisclosed evaluation criteria and 

issue a new RFP. 

11. Immediate recission of the NOIA Class 2 Production License to NATURES GA LLC. 

12. Immediate revision and re-issuance of a NOIA Class 2 Production License that names 

Aspire among the Apparent Successful Applicants; or alternatively 

13. Stay the procurement before making award of any contract pursuant to the current 

NOIA Class 2 Production License Apparent Awardees; 
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14. Make available to Aspire the unredacted information and documents identified above; 

15. Allow Aspire an additional seven (7) business days from its receipt of the requested 

documents in which to amend its protest in accordance with Section 2.3. 

Confidentiality and Amendment of the Post-Award Protest Procedure; 

16. Conduct discussions as necessary to correct GMCC’s misinterpretations or 

misunderstandings of Aspire’s and NATURES GA’s Class 2 Production License 

applications; 

17. Conduct discussions as necessary to correct GMCC’s misinterpretations or 

misunderstandings of all Class 2 Production License applications; 

18. Conduct a re-evaluation and re-scoring of Aspire’s Class 2 Production application in 

accordance with the RFP’s stated evaluation criteria; 

19. Conduct a re-evaluation and re-scoring of NATURES GA’s Class 2 Production 

application in accordance with the RFP’s stated evaluation criteria; 

20. Conduct re-evaluation and re-scoring of all Class 2 Production License Apparent 

Successful Applicants’ applications in accordance with the RFP’s stated evaluation 

criteria; 

21. As part of the re-evaluation and re-scoring of applications, conduct meaningful 

negotiations to ensure that GMCC properly interprets and understands the content of 

the applications and the risks and benefits presented by each applicant; 

22. Issue a new Notice of Award following completion of those re-evaluations and re-

scoring of the applications and negotiations; or alternatively 

23. Rescind the NOIA Class 2 Production Licenses in its entirety so that the GMCC can 

conduct the procurement of the Class 2 Production Licenses free of procurement 

irregularities, improper scoring, and reliance on undisclosed evaluation criteria and 

issue a new RFP. 

 

Aspire understands the significance of this project to improving the lives of Georgia’s most 

vulnerable populations and stands ready to receive an award and execute in accordance with its 

Class 1 or Class 2 Production License application. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Aspire is confident that upon a robust consideration of the grounds of protest that it has set out 

herein GMCC will agree that the best interests of the Georgia taxpayers and GMCC are served 

by sustaining Aspire’s protest and granting the requested relief. 
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Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Carl A. Gebo 

Georgia Bar No. 288711 

 

Counsel for Protester 

Aspire Medical Partners, LLC 

  

 

 Gebo Law LLC 
 The Johnson & Johnson Building 

 200 Walker Street, SW 

 Suite E 

 Atlanta, GA 30313-1200 

 Email: carl.gebo@gebolawgroup.com 

 Phone: (404) 219-4516 

 

 

mailto:carl.gebo@gebolawgroup.com



